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Weapon System 
Sustainment 
Management 

By General William G. T. Tuttle 

T 
he ship carrying the entire ASL for the 24th Mech 
just broke down enroute to the Gulf ... "; " We have 
a problem with heat and sand . . ."; ' 'We can't 

afford the downtime associated with evacuating high 
payoff systems back to the CONUS sustaining base. " . , 
"I need you to apply five major Depot level 
modifications to convert over 800 M1 tanks 
to M1A1 configuration . .. do it in·theater 
and don't take more than two months . 
DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM provided 
the crucible where the concept of weapon 
system management was combat-tested, 
matured, and institutionalized. 

What's changed since I introduced this 
management philosophy to you over a year 
ago? In a word, Sustainment. In my 
previous editorial, we discussed how the 
Army Materiel Command weapon system 

reacts to weapon-based 
systemic problems. The 
fundamental assumption 
driving the weapon system 
manager was that no 
matter how well en-

GEN TutUe was Commander, 
U.S. AMC, Alexandria, VA when 
this article was written. 

gineered and tested a system may be 
when fielded, there will be reliability failures 
and/or maintainability problems. Therefore, 
the manager must be trained to identify 
systemic issues, marshal and lead a multi· 
functional team of engineers, users, depot 
repair experts, and contractors to solve 
these technically focused problems. I n that 
editorial, I used the example of the Apache 
Action Team to drive home the point of how 
effective the weapon system management 
process had become. 

J made the case that the formation of 
"Team Apache" as a multidisciplinary 
group representing all the " players" is the 
way we must INOrk the system. But we must 
also learn the lesson that the process 1 
described last year was basically reactive; 
requiring problems to bubble to the surface 
before the team of experts mobilized to 
INOrk a system-level fix. 

During wartime, there is a word to 
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describe those individuals that use "combat" 
and "react" in the same senterce; it's "loser". 
With the commitment of American forces to 
the Gulf, we realized that a reactive manage
ment approach GOOld not be effective. 

As any logistician kno'NS, anticipation is 
the key to success. Given the long lead 
times to move equipment and supplies 
from the CONUS sustaining base, we had 
to adopt an aggressive, proactive approach 
as we looked across the entire spectrum of 
readiness drivers; anticipating the combat 
consumption, equipment failures, diagnosis 
challenges, repair, and return to duty rates 
for the mix of systems we had in the 
Theater of Operations. As a result of the 
constrained deployment schedule and 
stressed transportation network, we could 
not arbitrarily adopt what would normally 
be called a PUSH philosophy. That ap
proach could result in unwanted/unneeded 
parts cluttering the system. 

Instead, we had to prepare appropriate 
packages which considered all of the 
requirements, and send them forward only 
upon receipt of coordinated requisitions. 
This caused us to expand the focus of the 
weapon system manager from engineering 
to sustainment while keeping an eye on the 
readiness "bull's-eye". Team Apache did 
this job superbly. 

Management Responsibility 
The lesson is, why not do the same "an

ticipation" management in peacetime? The 
answer should be obvious. Each Com
modity Command has certain weapon 
systems that they work as the AMC "lead"; 
as the formal weapon system manager. In 
general, the Commander of the Commodity 
Command is the weapon system manager 
for these systems and is the person I ex
pect to pull together all system-related 
issues, regardless of who has to actually 
work the problem based on technical 
expertise. In short, management respon
sibility is fixed; there is unity of command. 
Working for the Commander is the actual 
Weapon System Sustainment Manager 
(WSSM), a full time individual whose 
mission is to manage the matrix team 
assigned to supporting his or her system. 

For example, all aviation systems are 
managed by AVSCOM. But working for 
AVSCOM on the armament subsystems as 
a part of the matrix team is AMCCOM or 
MICOM, while CECOM handles the night 
vision and command and control subsys
tems. If there is a problem with the Apache 
night vision system, I look to AVSCOM for a 
solution, not CECOM. 

Prior to DESERT SHIELD, this concept 
was not fully implemented as our peace
time focus emphasized engineering issues 
which could be easily stovepiped under a 
technical expert. As a result of this, the 
WSSM and the Commodity Command 
sometimes did not feel an "ownership" 
responsibility for technical issues outside 
the command. 

Sustainment 
Early in DESERT SHIELD, this had to 

change as the emphasis shifted from en
gineering to sustainment Certainly en
gineering issues have a bearing on the 
readiness of a system. All of us appreciated 
the potential impact of the Gulf's harsh 
environment on complex, high-tech equip
ment. But we are not talking about isolated 
problems that could be stove piped into a 
single technical area; Ihe problems came at 
us fast and furious. The only way to 
manage coordinated, integrated solutions 
that maximized readiness by "fixing" the 
highest priority problem first was to make 
the WSSM adopt a lotal system perspective. 
The WSSM had to be able to look across 
all of the readiness challenges and manage 
the development of quick, effective solu
tions given constrained dollars and trans
portation assets. 

Therefore, we had to remind the Vv'SSMs 
that they really did have lotal responsibility for 
the entire readiness condilion of their 'NBapon 
system. If there was a problem with a sub
system managed by a different Command, it 
was the Vv'SSM's action to mobilize the matrix 
team to solve that problem. 

As I mentioned earlier, anticipation is key 
to success. The best action team in the 
world is useless jf they are not used or are 
used to solve the wrong problem ... or if 

(WSSM - continued on page 66) 
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Maintenance 
Challenge 

By Major General John D. ~obinson 

We face two major challenges in 
Aviation maintenance. The first is 

to capture and document wnat we've learned 
as a result d Operation DESERT 
SHIELDISTORM (ODS). The second 
challenge is to effectively capitalize on the 
appropriate elements of our ODS experience 
in an era of force do..vnsizing, reduced 
budgets, and changing strategic focus. The 
first challenge - discovering the "best" 
lessons from ODS - must be overcome by 
dialogue and research bet\veen the field, the 
school, and industry. The second challenge 
- putting those lessons to good use - may 
require hard decisions on hem to change our 
current structures and procedures. 

What did we learn in the desert? In the . 
broadest terms, we learned that many 
accepted peacetime procedures and 
structures were inadequate in .......artime. The 
logistics strain of supporting a large aviation 
fleet in a contingency taught us new ways of 
doing business, and provided insights to the 
direction of the future, What follO'NS are the 
good points - and the bad - 01 our desert 
experience. and my viev..s on VoIhat should be 
dona 

A\iSCOM and MG Donald R. Williamson, 
IMlrking closely with the Deputy Chief of Staff 
for Logistics, did more to ensure the success 

MG Roblnlon II Chle' , Aviation Branch, Commanding 
General, U.S . Army Aviation Center and Ft. Rucker, 
AL and Commandant, U.S . Army Aviation Logistics 
School. 

of aviation than any other single factor. Parts 
hotlines, theater rebuild facilities, high priority 
parts delivery, and in theater contact teams 
all contributed to our success. When the 
regular maintenance and logistics structure of 
the Arm; sputtered, A\iSCOM/DCSlDG was 
there to fix it. The use of "on call" contract 
support to shore up many aspects of our 
theater·leveI maintenance structure IM)rked 
well and INS should explore this technique 
further The concept 01 buying support 
structures "off the shelf" during wartime 
means that INS can tap into a tremendous 
...veaIth of experience without having to pay 
the manning "bills" in peacetime. HGW'eVer, 
INS must not lose sight of the fact that it is 
during peace that our soldiers gain the 
experience needed for war. 

"Desert Express" (another AVSCOM first) 
attacked the theater-wide problems of Aviation 
repair part visibility and distribution. Special 
cargo aircraft - initially commercial "express 
mail" carriers - departed daily from CONUS 
locations loaded exclusively with high-priority 
repair parts. k, the Army shrinks in size, and 
fields smaller numbers of modernized 
systems, the otMous parallels betvveen our 
wartime need for "Desert Express" and the 
established commercial need for equivalent 
express-mail services gr()M; stronger. Intra
theater airlift of repair parts is a critical part of 
this concept VoIhich must also be addressed. 

The Aviation Support Battalion (ASB) 
concept 'M)fked INSII during ODS. The ability 
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to rapidly upload and move all the support 
required by an Aviation brigade -
maintenance, medical, logistics, etc. - is 
crucial in a fast· paced offensive action. The 
maintenance "flow" 01 the two brigades 
that enjoyed a full-up ASB was better at the 
end of the war than it was during DESERT 
SHIELD! Support on an area basis in an 
offensive war does not work. If you don't 
own it - you don't get it. The ASB is a 
critical part of Aviation's future, and we're 
working to get it in place. 

The ingenuity and dedication of the 
Aviation Soldier was crucial to our desert 
success. Crew chiefs and maintenance 
technicians worked long hours for months 
at a time, maintaining complex ai rcraft in 
the most grueling environment imaginable. 
During this period of force reductions, 
we've got to create an environment of 
support and mentorship for these 
outstanding soldiers and their families -
strengthen their commitment to service, and 
ensure they know just how important their 
efforts are to the overall success of the 
branch. We must ensure continued growth 
in the technical proficiency of our aviation 
soldiers by providing challenging training in 
all aspects of a soldier's duties. Currently, 
we' re in the process of readjusting some of 
our old personnel policies in order to allow 
more "stripes on the flightline" and to 
provide a more viable career path for 
Aviation maintenance officers. The end 
result will be a more capable aviation 
soldier, and an improved wartighting 
capability. 

Despite the many challenges that we 
faced, it's obvious that our Modernization 
Policy has paid off. ODS recorded combat 
availability rates that astounded the critics, 
and witnessed many missions with every 
single assigned aircraft participating. 
Without our modernized fleet , we could not 
have fought effectively at night, or in the 
environmental extremes that characterized 
desert flying. We've learned scores of 
lessons on how to keep modern aircraft 
operational in this environment, and we're 
applying them to the existing fieet and our 
future programs. 

The negative parts of our desert 

experience - things that impeded 
operations - need to be captured as well, 
so that we may avoid them in the future. 
We witnessed long-established maintenance 
procedures and structures, designed for a 
different war in a different place, that often 
did not function as advertised. We're trying 
to solve many of these problems through 
the Aviation Systems Program Review 
(ASPR) at the Department of the Army 
level. 

Distribution of Repair Parts 
Red-tagged Aircraft-Dn-Ground (ADG) 

parts were stranded in up to 5,QQO 
"frustrated" MILVANS sitting on the ramp at 
Dhahran. Units had to send teams of 
individuals to rummage th rough the 
frustrated cargo. Critical parts were 
stranded on stateside ramps until full pallet 
loads were built up, Eventually, this resulted 
in the creation of " Desert Express", which 
helped reduce the problem, but never 
completely eliminated it. At the heart of this 
matter is the intrinsic difference between 
the "bulk pipeline" concept, in which the 
overwhelming mass of logistics is delivered 
to a theater, and a high-priority "demand· 
pu ll" system that quickly delivers critical low 
volume repair parts. Future logistic 
doctrines must stress the difference 
between these two systems. As mentioned 
earlier, one potential solution might be the 
creation of a military " mirror image" of 
commercial express mail services that 
handle the high priority movement of critical 
parts. 

Low Density Maintenance Functions often 
fai led. Battlefield oil sampling and reporting 
was difficult. Calibration of TMDE was not 
given appropriate emphasis. Most units had 
no commercial power available, and had to 
rely exclusively on unit generators. k3 a 
result, 60% of our generators were down 
all the time - the current family of 
generators cannot be run for 5 solid 
months when exposed to this type of 
environment. We badly need a standard 
battlefield maintenance information 
reporting system, as well as adequate 
command and control systems for 

(continued on page 70) 
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Army Aviation 
Hall of Fame 

to Induct 
Ten New Members 

The balloting has been completed for the 1992 
AAAA·sponsored Army Aviation Hall of Fame. Induc· 
tlons are to be held at the Hall of Fame Induction 
Luncheon, Thursday, April 9, 1992 atthe AAAA An
nual Convention in Atlanta, GA. The following ten 
inductees have been elected by those AAAA 
members with two or more years of current con
secutive membership as of July 1, 1991 . Currently, 
there are 63 members in the Army Aviation Hall of 
Fame which Is physically located in the Army Avia
tion Museum at Ft. Rucker, AL. Complete descrip· 
tions of the new inductees' achievements will ap
pear in the May 31, 1992 Issue of ARMY AVIATION 
Magazine. 

1992 INDUCTEES 
MG George S. Beatty, Jr. , Ret. 

Savannah, GA 
CPT William P. Brake 

(Deceased) 
MG Benjamin L. Harrison, Ret. 

Belton, TX 
COL Frank L. Henry 

(Deceased) 
CW3 Jon A. Iseminger 

Vicenza, Italy 
SSG/CPT James T. Kerr, Ret. 

Oklahoma City, OK 
LTG Jack V. Mackmull, Ret. 

Mt. Pleasant, SC 
COL Nelson A. Mahone, Jr. 

(Deceased) 
LTG James H. Merryman, Ret. 

Springfield, VA 
MAJ Marie T. Rossi 

(Deceased) 

SSG Kerr 

LTG Mackmull 

LTG Merryman 



The lift the Army needs. 
The Army must soon choose between 
the old and the new for its light utility 
helicopter. By choos ing a non
developmental item (NDI), the Army 
can obtain an operat ionally superior, 
cost-efficient fleet that will serve its 
fo rces well into the future. 

The new Panther 800 is the light-lift 
helicopter that represents an effective, 
low-risk NDI solution. It will consume 

less than half the direct support resources 
of the UH-l. As a testament to its versa
tility, it easily satisfies the capability and 
survivability requirements of the future 
light utility helicopter. 

As the NDI solution, the Panther 800 
takes advantage of proven, modern tech
nology. Its exceptional multirole capabilities 
will give the Army the lift it needs for 
many years to come. 

~oerospatiole 
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Product 
Support 

By Mr. Joseph P. Cribbins 

I 
'm looking forward to the 18th Annual AAAA 

Product Support Symposium, 5-6 February 1992 In 

St. Louis, Mo. As always, this event, sponsored by 

the AAAA Lindbergh Chapter, will be a valuable opportunity 

for us to focus on the critical areas of product support and 
aviation logistics. In these times of 
dwindling resources, p~rforming these 
functions effectively and efficiently is of 
paramount importance, The only way to 
achieve this is constant reevaluation, and the 
hea~hy exchange of innovative ideas, and 
where appropriate, implementation of them. 

This symposium provides aviation 
logisticians from government and industry a 
dynamic forum for the exploration of 
current support challenges. It also gives the 
Army Aviation community a vehicle for 
communicating our needs directly to 
r==",-T"-h,,is~_~: symposium is particu

larly valuable, because it 
will also give us the 
opportunity to recognize 
our friends in industry for 
their eno!mous contribu-

Mr. Cribblns Is Chief, Aviation 
logistics Office, OOCSLOG, 
Washington, D.C. 

tion to Army Aviation in South'NeSt Asia. 
Army Aviation during Operations oESERf 

SHIELD/DESERT SlORM was an unqualified 
success. In the 'M)rds of our former Chief of 
Staff of the Army, GEN Carl E. Vuono. "Army 
Aviation was central to the combined and 
joint success of DESERT SlORM:' 

We enjoyed record high readiness rates 
while operating in the harshest environmen
tal conditions on Earth. All told , almost 
1900 aircraft flew more than 180,000 hours, 
while maintaining a Mission Capable readi
ness rate of 85%; an accomplishment that 
would have been thought to be nearly 
impossible before the war. 

This was truly a logistics war; support 
and sustainment made it work. In the 
forefront were the many highly innovative 
initiatives by AVSCOM. Initiatives that were 
so successful they will become a way of 
life. There were stellar performers on the 

(continued on page 70) 
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We Won With a Winner 

By Colonel Gary D. Johnson 

T his report summarizes the totally successfu l 
support in the most demanding operation ever 
undertaken by the U.S. Army. The focus of this 

effort was for deployed soldiers, Department of Army 
civilians, contractor personnel, and those who remained In 
CONUS whose critical support never 
waivered-"No mother's son or daughter 
should face an Iraqi T-62 or T-72 tank in an 
offensive maneuver." 

Initial AVSCOM Support 
Actual support by the Army Aviation 

Systems Command (AVSCOM) began with 
the deployment of an AVSCOM represen
tative in August 1990. He utilized a nine
person maintenance ready reaction team 
augmented by a group of contractor 
technicians to assist in off-loading and 
assemblin arriving Army aircraft. This 

small group of people 
grew to 838 personnel 
and became known as the 
Theater Aviation Materiel 
Program-Southwest Asia 

COL Johnson is Director of 
Maintenance, U.S. Army 
AVSCOM, St. Louis, MO. 

(TAMP·SWA). The TAMP mission was to: 
• Assist units in their deployment to SWA. 
• Support a predicted 49% increase in 
operation tempo. 
• Overcome an extended logistics pipeline. 
• Resolve technical and envi ronmental 
issues associated with desert operations. 
• Sustain Army Aviation during a mid-in
tensity conflict and assist units during re
deployment at the conclusion of hostilities. 

Operational Concept 
Execution of the TAMP mission necessi

tated a three-phase concept of operations: 
Phase 1- Dep/oyment 

• concentrate on processing arriving air
craft and assisting units with port opera
tions and their movement to the tactical 
assembly areas; 
• installing urgent modifications necessary 
for successful operations in a desert 
environment; 
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TAMP·FWD 

• Establishing technical support via 
AVSCOM Logistics Assistance 
Representatives (LARs) and Contract Field 
Service Representatives (CFSRs); 
• developing a National Inventory Control 
Point (NICP) for supply operations; 
• develop capability to periorm depot·level 
repair capability for components and the 
airframe while simultaneously providing 
backup maintenance support to non· 
divisional AVIM battalions. 

Phase II- Sustainment 
Emphasis shifted to repair of damaged 

aircraft, the retrograde of unserviceables, and 
the availability cl maintenance anc supply 
support to deployed units. The maintenance 
support forward philosophy was achieved 
through the organization of 12·person 
contract tearns pushed to each of the non· 
divisional AVIM battalions. This freed soldiers 
from within those battalions for forward 
deployment in suppJrt of each division. In 

short, approximately 90% of the worldwide 
inventory of critical aviation supplies, to 
include intensively managed ilems, W'9re 
prepositioned in the Theater of Operations. 

AVSCOM was postured to provide avia
tion supply and maintenance support 
during a potential protracted conflict with 
designed-in flexibility to allow for a quick 
crossover from sustainment to Phase III 
Redeployment. 

Phase III-Redeploymeni 
After cessation of the recent hostile 

events, a new phase of effort was entered 
into by the TAMp, a welcome reversal to 
what the TAMP was doing so wen. This 
new phase was centered around: 
• the recovery and retrograde of 
crash/battle-damaged aircraft and 
components, along with port operations; 
• daily maintenance, supply, and technical 
support operations continued not only for 
units still deployed in tactical positions, but 
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to units that withdrew to Tactical Assembly 
and Redeployment Areas; 
• as aircraft arrived in one 01 two Final 
Staging Areas, units were assisted by TAMP 
with washing and customs and agriculture 
inspections; 
• when aircraft arrived at the port, they 
came under total AVSCOM control for 
disassembly, preservation, shrink wrapping, 
and ship loading. 

From the onset, AVSCOM envisioned that 
the TAMP would have to operate in at least 
two areas: 
• TAMP Forward- located at Damman, 
Saudi Arabia, achieved operational capa
bility in mid-August. This facility peaked in 
size and capability in February with the 
assignment of 23 military, 12 Army civilians, 
and 542 contractor personnel. 
• TAMP Base-located in the United Arab 
Emirates, achieved operational capability in 
early September: This facility peaked in size 
and capability during the beginning of 
CaJendar ,"",r 1991 with 19 mililary, 15 Army 

civilians. and 83 contractor personnel. 
• TAMP KKMC- as hostilities threatened, 
it became apparent that another TAMP 
location would be required. It was at this 
time that TAMP-KKMC was established 620 
kilometers to the northwest of TAMP For
ward in January 1991. Initial operating 
capability was achieved in early January 
and peaked in size and capability in March 
with 60 military, 5 Army civilians, and 99 
contractor personnel. Initial capability 
included 174 Rapid Exchange (RX) items, 
technical support, and maintenance 
augmentation. It grew to include application 
of modifications (MWO), classifJgation, 
retrograde, and ultimately became the 
crash/battle-damaged airframe theater 
collection and evacuation point. 

Major Accomplishments 
The TAMP's influence on aviation logis

tics support within the theater was not 
limited to merely providing increased 
numbers of personnel for maintenance 
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support or filling supply requisitions from 
prepositioned assets. Numerous innovative 
and proactive measures were executed by 
the AVSCOM TAMP in an effort to take the 
initiative and ensure success of Army 
Aviation during Operation DESERT 
SHIELDISfORM/FAREWELL. Listed below 
are only a few of the more significant 
accomplishments by the AVSCOM team: 
Rotor Blade Erosion Control Program
this was a two-pronged AVSCOM attack at 
extending the life of rotor blades installed 
on helicopters operating in the desert. 
Initially, a special paint was applied to the 
rotor blades upon their arrival, which was 
later changed to an erosion-resistant tape 
applied to the leading-edge of the blade. 
With protected blades, aircraft aChieved 
indefinite operating hours, whereas unpro
tected blades averaged only 50 hours be
fore removal. 
Air Filtration Systems tor Turbine En
gines-the Saudi Desert took its toll on 
turbine engines. AVSCOM accelerated pro
curement and installation of an objective air 
filtration system. 251 systems were installed, 
thereby extending the operating hours of 
some engines from about 20 hours to 200 
hours after modification. 
Engine Service Center-The Engine 
Service Center was designed to provide 
quick turnaround of engines for cleaning 
and repair as a result of erosion from 
desert operations. Approximately 546 
engines went through the center, of which 
400 were repaired and returned to service. 
The center also responded to technical 
calls from the field which minimized un
necessary engine removals and "on-wing" 
repairs. 
Clamshell SheltefS-aviation units did not 
possess an adequate shelter in which to 
perform maintenance in a harsh environ
ment. AVSCOM purchased and initially 
push·shipped more than 30 Clamshell 
shelters for use by deployed units providing 
aviation soldiers a relatively clean and 
temperate area to perform aircraft main
tenance on a 24 hour basis. 
NICP Operations-as Hie lead AMC 
activity for aviation weapons systems 
management, AVSCOM's goal was to 

sequentially establish a 30/60/90 day 
Battlefield Spares stockage level, and a 30 
day AIMI stackage level at a forward 
location. This was to reduce the supply 
pipeline from 12,000 miles to 1,000 kilo
meters allowing high-priority parts requests 
to arrive in Saudi Arabia within 12 hours. 
More than 30 days of spares were 
achieved prior to cessation of hostilities. 
Aircraft On The Ground (AOG)
AVSCOM set up a 24 hour AOG call·in 
program that was designed to rapidly 
respond to aviation units in need of high
priority replacement aircraft parts. Whole
sale supply transactions were done in near 
real time using a number 5f expedient 
measures, i.e.: 
• Premium National Guard aircraft flights 
from supply depots to air terminals in 
CONUS and subsequent transports to 
Saudi Arabia via the USAF Desert Express. 
The intra-theater distribution system was 
generally responsive using Camel Express 
Army CHA7D, USAF C·130, and Army 
C·238 Sherpa aircraft to deliver AOG parts 
to the Corps Support Area. 
• The Connecticut National Guard Aviation 
Classification Repair Depot (AVCRAO) was 
activated and partially deployed 100 sol
diers to augment the AVSCOM effort in 
classification, preservation, and shipment of 
unserviceable aviation components. The 
AVCRAD also provided battle damage 
assessment and repair teams that could be 
employed forward in the Theate[ The AV
CRAD's C-23B Sherpa aircraft was employ
ed to fly high-priority/critical aircraft parts 
and components to sustain the warfighting 
fleet. The remainder of the AVSCOM per
sonnel reinforced the Depot System Com
mand depot level overhaul capabilities at 
their home station. The AVCRAO's contribu
tion filled a critical logistics support void_ 
Special Repair Activities (SRAs)-six 
SRAs were deployed to TAMp·BASE to 
provide contractor depot level support for 
technically advanced systems (generally 
electronic) with unpredictable failure rates. 
1,565 components were inducted into the 
SRAs, of which 1,023 were repaired and 
returned to service. 

(Winner - continued on page 40) 
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OUT
PERFORMING 
THE REST 

The WOODWARD GOVERNOR COMPANY is 

proud to be the hydromechanical fuel control 
supplier of choice for the General Electric 
T700 engine. 

WOODWARD was chosen as sole source 
supplier based on over 50 years of aircraft 
controls design and manufacturing experience. 
That know-how has paid off in exemplary per
formance and service to the U.S. Army aboard 
both the Blackhawk and Apache helicopters. 

A Mean Time Between Removal and Failure 
Rate seven times better than the goal. 

Still, we are continuously striving to improve 
our product in order to meet the user's ever 
increasing requirements. 

It's part of WOODWARD'S commitment: 

providing the quality you demand and the 
performance you expect in order to success
fully complete the mission. 

ForMore lnjonmltion. Cont(lct: 

WOODWARD GOVERNOR COMPANY 
SMALL AIRCRAFT CONTROLS 
P.O. Box 7014 · Rockford, Il61125·7014 
Phone, (8\5 ) 624·2499 
Extension: 4039 or 4012 



New Equipment Training 

By Emmitt P. Rodriguez 

W
here does the training that every Army main
tainer and operator receives originate? If you 
said from a dedicated New Equipment Training 

organization, you are correct! The Aviation Systems Com
mand (AVSCOM) New Equipment Training (NET) Division 
currently maintains a TDA of 46 NET 
Managers. These managers monitor the 
activities and budgets of 84 New Equip
ment Training Plans (NETP) encompassing 
new, modified, or existing aircraft systems 
from the UH·1 Huey to the state·of-the·art 
RAH·66 Comanche helicopter. Figure 1 
shows the extent of NET training classes 
conducted by AVSCOM since 1976. 

After the Operational Requirements 
Document (ORO) is wriHen, NET personnel 
start the initial review process to determine 
who and what will be required to operate 
and equipment. Once a sys

tem moves into the 
Demonstration and 
Validation Phase, NET 
prepares the Qualitative 
and Quantitative Personnel 

Mr. Rodriguez is • New Equip
ment Training Manager, U.s . Anny 
AVSCOM, St. Loula, MO. 

Requirements Information (OOPRI) docu
ment that determines personnel qualities 
and quantities for staffing throughout the 
Army_ Additionally, during Demonstration 
and Validation. NET researches test 
equipment, special tools, support equip
ment, and begins to determine training 
requi rements. 

Developer/Monitor 
As the new system moves into the En

gineering and Manufacturing Development 
Phase, NET will develop and coordinate 
Statements of Work (SOWs) for training con
tracts. Also at this time, the contractor ini
tiates his logistics Analysis of the system 
and begins development of a training plan. 
NET becomes the prime monitor of this 
training plan, along with the respective 
Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) 
service schools, ensuring that the con
tractor's plan meets the needs of the 
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PEATS 
(Portable Engine Analyzer Test Set) 

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE - MINIMUM MAINTENANCE COST 

Managing Loday's aircraft mainte
nance resources is a challenge. To help 
meet U,e challenge, PEATS provides 
maximum performance for minimum 
cost by helping the technician identify 
a weak or failed engine module. 

PEA TS helps verify repair effective
ness with " before-and-after" diagnos
tic s, thereby enabli ng se lective 
preventive maintenance. PEATS also 
helps identify engines that cannot be 
economic;~ly repaired in U,e field. 

PEATS brings to U,e night line diag- PEATS has been developed and suc
nos tic capability and accuracy pre- cessfully fielded for the following air
viously available only at U,e test cell. craft: 
When installed for a maintenance test 
night, PEATS provides a comprehen
sive report comparing Ule engine's ac
tual performance to a s tandard 
perfonnance model. 

• AH-64 • UH-60 
• OH-58 • CH-47 
• AH- l • Ul-J-J 

Safety, Reliability, (.IIId Perforlllance - standards at Howell /nstrlllllellls 
since /951. 

HOWELL JNSTRUMENTS, INC. 
3479W. VICkery· Ft Worth, TX761ffl· Fl W~th , TX 761(J1 o(SI7) 3J6.7411 .FAX{S I7) 336-7814 
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schools and can be used by New Equip
ment Training Teams (NEIT) for initial 
equipment fielding. 

NET Plan 
While the contractor is developing his 

training ptan, the NET develops what is 
known as the New Equipment Training Plan 
(NETP). An NETP consists of information 
relating to personnel requirements, basis of 
issue data, technical manuals, training 
schedules, and deployment of criteria for 
NED. II also forms the basis for all funding 
requirements. During FY 1991, the AVS
COM NET Division managed a total 
training budget in excess of $5.7 million for 
new andlor modified aviation systems and 
related support equipment. 

training to be presented, training 
prerequisites, course lengths, classroom 
requirements, flying hours, or anything else 
that may impact the unit or quality of 
training. 

The NET manager coordinates and 
finalizes travel IOOging and dearances and 
monitors the performance of the NETT. fJ.s 
shoM1 in Figure 2 , 33,594 people have prdited 
frum AI,SCOM's NET trajring ~nce 1976. 

To fully benefit from the technological 
advances 01 future weapons systems, 
NET's challenge will be to offer operators 
and maintenance personnel advanced 
training processes. It is well documented 
that noncurrent fielding of weapons and 
training systems is a deficiency. Today, the 
Army training community is developing 

"With the advent of 'high tech' weapons systems, 
there Is a definite and growing need for 

skilled, highly trained soldiers". 

NED is used when the TRADOC 
schools cannot produce trained personnel 
to meet First Unit Equipped (FUEl 
requirements. NETT can also be used 
when product improvements are made to 
an existing system. NETT instructors are 
usually trained by the contractor developing 
or improving a system by a process known 
as Instructor and Key Personnel Training 

. (IKPl). TRADOC service school personnel 
attend IKPT and eventually staff the NED 
under the direction of NET. 

Once the NED is trained, NET 
coordinates unit training with the 
commands receiving new or modified 
materiel. This coordination is .through the 
New Materiel Introductory Briefing (NMIB). 
This briefing communicates NED training 
goals and requirements such as types of 

training systems during the Engineering 
and Manufacturing Development Phase 
concurrent with the weapons systems. 
Development of user training requirements 
in the ORO facilitates and enhances 
development of training programs. 

Future training systems will move even 
further into the "computer age". The 
incorporation of interactive technologies 
and embedded training, utilizing the "on 
board" diagnostics resources to interact 
with training system computers, will reduce 
training device requirements. With the 
advent of " high tech" weapons systems, 
there is a definite and grOWing need for 
skilled, highly trained soldiers. Realizing 
this, NET will continue to be instrumental in 
providing these training resources to the 
Army of the future. 11111 
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Automated Technical 
Manuals 

By Warren j. Schnell 

D aily we are bombarded with the advantages of 
the computer revolution. One television spot 
assures us that they can transmit the Encyclo-

pedia Britannica anywhere in the Nation in a matter of 
minutes. Our papers scream at us with the latest price 
breakthrough, promising to deliver for only 
$1,499 at 0% interest the latest clone with 
VGA monitor, 30 megabyte hard disk, and 
software. 

Subjective Benefits 
If we put the hype aside and get away 

from the sales promises, we can assess 
what is reality. Undoubtedly, the computer 
has affected us all; in some ways, we are 
far better off in terms of convenience and 
real added ability. The handy automatic 
banking teller has made money 
mana ement much more effortless, and 

computer graphics have 
greatly improved motion 
picture special effects, thus 
allowing us to enjoy what 
can never be seen in real 

Mr. Schnell is Chief, Technical 
Publications Division, AVSCOM, 
St. Louis, MO. 

life. It is somewhat more subjective as to 
the benefits of computerized phone solicita
tion and credit banks. 

I think Ihat INe have all seen several 
phases in the adaptation of the computer 
to our everyday worlds. At first, a skeptical 
public was presented with the PC which 
moved computing from the world of the 
programmer and the exclusive empi re of 
mainframe computers to our desk tops. The 
result has been immediate and overwhelm
ing. The PC has been a "force multiplier" 
in terms of the office work force. Manage
ment, seeing a good thing, immediately 
dictated the automation of nearly every
thing. II was anticipated that the increases 
in productivity would continue merely 
because work was run through a micro
chip. This has given birth to some of the 
'NOrst applications of technology for the 
sake of technology. In some respects, we 
have set about to automate for the sake of 
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automation without considering the value of 
the original process. 

ETMs 
In the early phases of Electronic Techni

cal Manuals (ETMs), the concept was to 
present the existing page-oriented data on 
a computer screen. The goal was first to 
automate, secondly to eliminate the expen
sive warehousing of paper, and to some
how reap the benefits of automation for the 
soldier. Some thought this could be paid for 
by diversion of printing and warehousing 
expenses. Our initial attempts were some
what flawed in that the user's needs should 
have come first. It is wrong to assume that 
existing technology is bad merely because 
it is old and difficult to manage. Unfor
tunately, management problems seem to 
thrive regardless of the media use to 
deploy the data. 

Paper manuals have been VoIidely used 
since the late sixteenth century. They do 
some things very well that cannot be 
overlooked in our rush to adopt new 
technology. First, once they are published, 
they requi re no further maintenance until 
the time of the next update. Second, paper 
manuals are immune to electrical shortages 
and a dirty environment. They can go with 
the unit without consideration of the 
difficulty of the environment. Third, 
accessibility is understood virtually by 
everyone. 

Computer architecture need not be 
explained. Although the publication ware
houses are impressive, as a result of their 
sheer size, paper manuals are relatively 
cheap to print. The entire Army Aviation 
printing budget, to include reprinting exist
ing manuals, is less than $3 million per 
year. 

Automated manuals provide the image of 
the latest technology. Unfortunately, much 
of the equipment we see advertised is not 
deployable and cannot be maintained 
indefinitely in an environment such as we 
found in DESERT STORM. Additionally, 
electronic equipment used to,read ETMs 
add an additional maintenance requirement 
upon the user. A deployable PC is quite 
expensive, as is the development of the 

software required to run the device. 
Should we automate the technical 

manual? Objectively, the very simple an
swer is no. Automation of the existing paper 
technical manual does little more than 
convert the technology of the failed 
microfiche experiment of the 70s to elec
tronic media. This is automation for the 
sake of automation and not the user: On 
the other hand, if we look at the unique 
capabilities of the computer to sort, locale, 
and assemble data, we are presented with 
a new Vv'Orld of possibilities. 

A Relational Data Base 
We shouldn't automate the existing con

cept of data, after but looking at user 
needs, create a new technical manual. With 
the development of the RAH-66 Comanche, 
AVSCDM and the Boeing Sikorsky RAH-66 
Team are striving to redefine that baseline. 

The Comanche manuals will be a rela
tional data base; in other words the pro
cedure will be assembled in order to meet 
the requirement or inquiry. The soldier will 
be provided a number of paths to access 
maintenance or operational tasks. If the 
request is in the form of a trouble code 
from the on board diagnostics, the actual 
corrective measures will appear on the 
screen along with the related logistics 
procedures to update the aircraft logbook 
and requisition parts. There will be no 
referencing to other sources. The emphasis 
is on the user in returning the aircraft to a 
flight status. 

As this program continues to develop 
and is submitted to a full field trial, we will 
use this medium and others to keep you 
informed of our progress. 

Epilogue 
The reason to automate is not necessarily 

for cost savings or the elimination of exist
ing management problems. The reason is 
to provide the user with a new force multi
plier to better operate and maintain equip
ment with diminishing resources. If this is 
done properly, cost savings can be 
achieved, not through the diversion of 
printing funds, but through the reduced 
cost of weapons system ownerShip. 11111 
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PEATS: 
On-Wing Diagnostics 
of Helicopter Engines 

By William S_ McDonald 

T 
he major deployment of Army Aviation elements 
to Southwest Asia (SWA) extended logistics lines 
to the point that repair of items forward was not 

only a goal , but a necessity. In no other helicopter com
ponent was this as true as with turbine engines. In the 
days leading to the air war and later the 
ground war, the major antagonist was 
damage brought around or induced by the 
environment. 

Sand Ingestion 
The rapid degradation in engine per

formance came as no surprise to units like 
the 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment (ACR) 
which had deployed to SWA from Ft. Bliss, 
TX. The 3rd ACR had contended with simi
lar conditions during past normal training 
sessions. The primary effect of sand 
;:-in~e.st,i oin~to~thle engine is in compressor 
I erosion and "glassing" in 

the Hot Section. Compres
sor erosion significantly 
reduces the engine stall 
margin, which has caused 

Mr. McDonald Is Chief, Main
tenance Engineering Division, 
AVSCOM , St. Louis, MO. 

several drivetrain torque reversals. 
" Glassing" has a tendency to reduce 

cooling of the air flow and cause hot spots 
in the engine turbine section. Experience 
gained through the 3rd ACR showed that 
the normal engine Health Indicator Test 
(HIT) and engine topping checks were not 
always adequate to assess engine power 
and stall margins. A diagnostic tool call ed 
the Portable Engine Analyzer Test Set 
(PEATS) has been used to great advantage 
at Ft. Bliss, TX for analyzing T-53 engines 
on both the AH-1G and the UH-1 
helicopters. 

PEATS 
The PEATS is designed to be a rapidly

installed diagnostic tool which is capable of 
measuring engine gas path parameters in 
flight. PEATS is also used to troubleshoot 
problems and isolate causes of problems to 
engine component or aircraft interfaces. 
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This amounts to a test cell run while the 
engine is on-wing. The time invested to 
install, test Ily, and remove the PEATS is 
typically three hours. When compared with 
the eight hours necessary to troubleshoot 
the Cold Section module of the T700 
engine, a thorough engine performance 
diagnostics run will prove to be a man-hour 
saver. An operational cost saving will occur 
through the replacement of engine parts 
rather than complete engine assemblies. 

PEATS Versatility 
PEATS is programmed to simultaneously 

record values of up to 15 engine para
meters to calibrated accuracies greater than 
possible with cockpit instrumentation. 
These parameters are recorded either on 
command, when set values are exceeded, 
or at set time intervals depending on the 
operator's selection. A great advantage to 
automatic recording of engine performance 
parameters is the elimination of errors 
induced during the manual recording. 
Further, the validity of parameter correlation 
is enhanced because values are measured 
simultaneously. This direct recording of data 
eliminates errors induced by interpolation 
gauge readings. 

The use of graphs or manual calculations 
to reduce engine performance data is also 
eliminated. Engine performance models 
developed by the engine manufacturers are 
programmed into PEATS software. 

These models have been adjusted to 
allow for engine installation gains and 
losses and allow performance to be trace
able to engine design criteria. Historical 
tracking of engine performance is also 
possible by archiving a given engine's 
periormance. Properly used, the archived 
data should greatly improve management 
of engine support requirements. By 
trending data and recording maintenance 
required to assure engine periormance, 
better prediction of maintenance and parts 
requirements lM)uld be possible. Proper 
analysis will permit the isolation of environ
mental influences on engine r;>erformance 
and predict accelerated parts' wear-out 
rates. This analysis will also support more 
intelligent repair strategies of engine main-

tenanca The level at which repairs are per
formed will be analyzed as well as the type 
01 repair needed. This will determine which 
repairs can be performed forward of a de
pot to maximize engine use prior to 
overhaul. 

FEDS/METS 
As with any other management system, 

the data and its integrity is paramount with 
PEATS. The data gathered by PEATS is the 
same in most cases as that recorded by 
the soon to be fielded Flexible Engine 
Diagnostic System (FEDS). FEDS is an off
wing tester and is the replacement system 
for the Modular Engine Test Stand (METS) 
currently in use at several CONUS and 
OCONUS sites. The FEDS, among other 
improvements, incorporates automatic data 
collection of engine runs. Because of a 
common data collection acquisition system, 
data from PEATS can also be processed 
utilizing the FEDS Automated Engine Data 
Acquisition Test System (AEDATS). This 
gives the potential of complete engine per
formance data tracking between overhauls. 
This also opens the possibility to identify 
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potential engine components for improve· 
ment in design and quantify costs savings 
to be gained. 

REDO 
Because data is taken automatically 

through the full operating spectrum on both 
FEDS and PEATS, engine operation can be 
analyzed at power settings from start to 
maximum pOlNer available. All data points 
are corrected for ambient conditions and 
then compared 10 manufacturers' specifica
tions utilizing Referred Engine Diagnostic 
Data (REDO). REDO provides a common 
baseline for all engines and has proven a 
repeatable method of analyzing engine 
periormance since all data is traceable to 
known conditions and is measured with 
calibrated instrumentation. 

Inflight data is recorded through the PEATS 
Data kquisition Unit thai is placed inboard 
during maintenance test flights. Flight data is 
transferred using a 128K static RAM modula 
Module data is transferred to a ground 
station, consisting of a PC-compatible 
computer with memory reader interface 
attached to its R8-232 bus connector. 

Software necessary to manage and 
analyze the dovvnloaded data is accessible 
through a menu-driven program resident in 
the Pc. Standard output is either a high
pcl\'\'El:red summary or graphical represen
tations of various performance parameter 
ratios across the engine operation spectrum. 

A high-power summary is utilized to give 
a rapid assessment of the engine by 
comparing achieved performance with that 
specified for the compressor selection, gas 
producer turbine section, and the overall 
engine efficiency. The high powered engine 
summary is also used to isolate degraded 
performance to modules of the engine. The 
parameters used in the high-power 
summary are averages of values at high
power settings. 

Performance measurements are 
represented graphically and compared with 
accept/reject c riteria. When used in 
conjunction with the high-power summary, 
the precise characteristics of an out-of
tolerance condition can be evaluated. Also 
degradation trends can be monitored by 

comparing sequential evaluation flights. 

Automated Fault Tree 
Work is underway to translate out-of

tolerance parameters into an automated 
fault/diagnostic fault tree. When complete, 
the automated fault tree will identify the 
most probable assembly or part causing 
degraded periormance. The benefits of the 
automated diagnosis will be l\oVOfold. First, 
maintenance actions will be directed to 
faulty components only, and secondly, 
replacement of serviceable components will 
be minimized. Properly used, directed 
maintenance actions by PEATS data will 
lessen maintenance time,-minimizing 
unnecessary parts replacement. 

With all good stories there is a down 
side. The PEATS initial buy is limited to 
eleven sets. Distribution of PEATS began in 
February 1991 and will continue through 
June 1992. While this distribution will be 
less than a formal fielding, PEATS will be 
fully supportable through onsite training 
and logisticaJly supported Ihrough Ihe prime 
contractor. With limited numbers, initial issue 
of engine analyzelS will only be to: 
• Ft. Campbell, KY 
• FI. Hunter-Stewart, GA 
• EUSA (Korea) 
• USAREUR (Europe) 
• Corpus Christi Army Depot (CCAD), TX. 

The PEATS Outlook 
With successful initial use and improved 

engine support strategies utilizing PEATS, 
follow-on acquisitions will allow full fielding 
in support of all Army Aviation units. In the 
interim, support will become available 
starting in June 1992, through either of the 
following Engine Support Centers: 

AVSCOM Engine Support Center 
SI. Louis, MO 
DSN 693·1581 

CCAD Engine Support Center 
Corpus Christi Army Depot, TX 

DSN 861·2651 
PEATS is but one of AVSCOM's initiatives 

to enhance diagnostics. Through good 
feedback from the field user, enhanced 
diagnostics support for aircraft maintenance 
will become a reality. 11111 
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TERMINAL PRIMARY AND 
SECON DARY RADAR AN/FPN-66 

The Terminal Primary and Secondary 
Radar is now available from wilcox. 

Basic Analog AN/FPN-66 'Nith options : 
• Digitized ASR/MSSR - NAS Compatible 
• Weathe r Channel 
• Mode S 

f.' WILCOX 
Wilcox Electric, Inc. 

2001 N.E. 46th Street - Kanms City, Missouri 641 16 
Telex: 434412 • Cable: WllCOlEC • Fox: (816)452-1364 



.... Fix ForwardrF

: 

Aircraft Turbine 
Engine Repair 

by 
Robert E. Dean, Jr. and Jesse T. Gambe~ 

T he Department of Defense, Defense Management 
Report Decisions (DMRD) have directed that depot 
level repairables will be overhauled or repaired 

usi ng stock fund money. These proposed funding 
changes, to be enacted in FY 92, wil l require operating 

units in the field to extract the maximum 
operating hours from a component before it 
is turned in for repair and a new or over
hauled item is purchased from the Army 
supply syslem. 

Fix Forward 
The U.S. Army Aviation Systems Com

mand's (AVSCOM) continued drive to 
increase the readiness of Army Aviation 
Units and these new funding changes have 
culminated in a maintenance concept 
known as "Fix Forward' '. Fix Forward is a 

concept of reevaluating 
the maintenance and 
repair of equipment at the 
Aviation Unit Maintenance 
(AVUM), Aviation Inter
mediate. Maintenance 
Mr. Dean Is an Equipment Spe
cialist, Directorate of Mainle

L J'-.lc:..L.---.J nance, AVSCOM , Sf. Louis, MO. 

(AVIM), and Depot levels. Reevaluated 
repairs for the purpose of this article are 
designated as Enhanced Intermediate Level 
Repairs (EILRs), are defined as a level of 
repair that requires specialized knowledgeJ 
skills and/or special tools, and can be 
performed in a field environment. 

DESERT SHIELD/STORM 
The effect of the Fix Forward concept 

was aptly demonstrated during Operation 
DESERT SHIELD and Operation DESERT 
STORM at Abu Dhabi. United Arab 
Emirates, and at the Thea
ter Aviation Maintenance 
and Materiel Point Forward 
(TAMP·FWD), Dhahran, 
Saudi Arabia. Contractor 
personnel were performing 
Mr. Gambee Is an Aeronaullcal 
Egr, Directorate of Maintenance, 
AVSCOM, St, LouIs, MO. 
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limited depot repairs to aircraft using in
country tooling and facilities. Turbine en
gines were inducted into these repair 
activities, repaired, and returned to supply 
for reissue, at a substantial reduction in 
downtime and increased aircraft readiness. 

EERA 
The Fix Forward concept as applied to 

maintenance and repair of turbine engines 
used in Army Aviation is embodied in the 
Enhanced Engine Repair Activity (EERA). 

Figure 1 is a simplification of the old 
versus the new EERA repair process. 

Under the new funding scheme, the 
return to depots of engines determined to 
be NRTS at the AVIM level will require the 
units to requisition from the supply system 
a new or overhauled engine- Total 
Cost=Cost of Engine - Turn-in Credit. 

An EERA will allow units to receive a 
serviceable engine for the cost of repairs 
and labor. An additional advantage is 
increased readiness through reduction in 
repair cycles time. • 

EERAs are contractor-operated augmen
tations to Non-Divisional AVIM Companies. 

- " 
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Figure 1 

The EERAs are auth.orized to perform 
EILRS depending on their personnel skills 
and knowledge, tooling, and parts avail
ability. These activities consist of small 
teams of highly-qualified civilian engine 
mechanics operating as far forward as 
practical . The limiting factors are the re
quirements of W'Ork facilities and available 
tooling. These teams perform a variety of 
repairs on all engines, including Auxiliary 
Power Units (APUs) in the Army inventory, 
which are utilized by their host unit. 

The EERA concept was recommended in 
a supportability study in the third quarter of 
FY 88. The AVSCOM commander directed 
that this concept/strategy be implemented 
and tested. Ft. Campbell , KY was chosen 
as the test site. EILRS began on 1 October 
1988. This same concept was then imple
mented in Korea in May 1989. 

The repair sites were collocated and 
managed through existing maintenance 
support contracts. These activities were 
very successful, showing a 16 to 1 savings 
when comparing repair and return versus 
"Nol Repairable This Sialion (NRTS)", The 
additional savings are primarily in reduction 
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of TranslXlrtation and Supply System and 
Depot overhaul costs. The current EERA 
program is a strategy designed to enhance 
Arrrty Av;ation readiness through combining 
Aviation Int_ale M,onlenance (AVIM) level 
and E1LRs d turbine engines to reduce 
aircraft cbNntime and expense to the user. 
This strategy greatly reduces premature 
retrograde d engines to CM!rhaul facilfties and 
maximizes engine lime BetYJeen Overhaul 
(T80) hoors t7; ulili~ng various levels cj 
maintenance and EILAs to aircraft turbine 
engines. The objective cj Ihe EERA ~ 10 
eliminate unnecessary and costly delXlt returns 
when faults exist on engines which could be 
repaired in the field utilizing EILRs. Engines 
that can be repaired on-site and put back in 
service on aircraft relieves some of the burden 
on an already OYelOOrked transportation and 
supply sysIem. 

The AVSCOM commander directed expan
sion d the EERA concept in July 1991. The 
expansions proposed are: 
CONUS Active Anny Siles: 

• A. Hood, TX 
• Hunler Anny AirflE!ld, GA 
• A. Lev.i~ WA 
• R. Carson, CO 
National Guard CONUS Aviation Classi· 
fication Repair Activity Depots (AVCRADs) 
• SpringflE!ld, MO 
• Grolon, cr 
• Fresno, CA 
• Gu~port, MS 
OCONUS Sites 

• Germany 
• Panama 

METS/FEDS/CETS 
Implementation of the expansion plan is 

dependent on availability of engine test facilities 
at the chosen locations. Availability of a 
Modular Engine Test Set (METS), a Re~ble 
Engine Diagnostics System (REDS), or a 
Compact Engine Test System (CElS) ~ a 
requirement for an EERA in order to perform 
controlled testing follovving repair Current 
elforts 10 prcMde Ihe reouired diagr<JSlic and 
testing capabil~es indude Ihe "",,",aul cj Ihe 
Mobile Engine Test Stand (MElS) in Germany 
for near term expansion in FY 92. The 
Springfield, MO AVCRAD's R~ble Engine 

Diagnostics Syslem (FEDS) »ill be operationa 
in 2nd Otr FY 92, allowing their METS to be 
inducted into overhaul for installation at Ft. 
Hood, TX. The Compact Engine Test System 
(CElS) Ihat is being inslalled in Korea »ill 
alkm iIs displaced METS to be overhauled 
and installed in Panama. The other expansion 
sites VIIiII receive a FEDS to provide engine 
lest capability. 

--

A'vSCOM VoIiII retain management respoo
,;bility cj Ihe EERA program, and »ill continue 
to pr<Mde guidance to engine repair 
contractors operating under existing local 
contract sources. The EERA sites 'Nill require a 
METS or FEDS be collocated \'\lith or available 
to the host un~. The suPlXlrted Commands 
will provide maintenance facil~ies and all 
organic equipment. Owning un~ will pay for 
labor, repair parts. and testing of engines 
through a 'MJrk order. 

On-Wing Diagnosis 
Current augmentations to the Fix Fof'N8l'd 

Engine concept is the evaluation cI on-wing 
diagnostic equipment. The Directorate for 
Maintef'18f"C9 is in the process cl evaluating 
eouipnnent Ihat »in allow Ihe diagnosis cj 
engines at the unit 1M. On-wing diagnostics 
wia aIlON units to determine if the engine 
problem can be rep,ored v.ilhout rerTlOII8i 
and/or at Iheir or AVIM 1eIoe. This »ill allow 
quicltar turnaround and a cost reduction in 
OJerhauled engines. Jls an additional 
advantage, on-v.1ng diagnosis equipment INiIi 
al!O'N trending ci performance degradation of 
an engine to allaN units to forecast major 
maintenance and coS1 outlays. This trending 
can be supported v.iIh temporarily inslalled 
test equipment, however, permanent installation 
of flight data recorders 'NOuld provide orders of 
magn~ude improvement in our predictive 
abil~ies. 

A Maintenance Goal 
AVSCOM's Directorate for Maintenance is 

dedicated to pr<Mding Ihe best resources and 
support 10 field aviation unils The EE~ as 
the backbone cj the turbine engine Fix 
Forward concept, »ill allow AVSCOM to 
pro-.tide a less costly ah.emative to depot 
overhaul for engines that can be repaired I:Jy 
Ihe appiKoaiion cj EILR procedures 11111 
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CCAD: 
Corpus Christi 

Army Depot 

By Colonel Thomas E:-,ohnson 

y ou would be hard pressed to find an Army 

aviator who had never heard of Corpus Christi 

Army Depot. commonly referred to as CCAD 

(see-cad); however, few aviators have had the opportunity to 

see CCAD in operation. The thousands of ferry crews who 
have delivered and picked up aircraft for 
the past thirty years have seen only a small 
part of this vast industrial complex. This 
article is intended to describe the 
capabilities of eCAD and the resources 
required to operate an industrial complex of 
this magnitude. WARNING: If you do not 
like facts go immediately to another 
article, because it would be impossible to 
tell you what eCAD is aU about without 
describing the enormity of the operation 
through numbers. 

The People 
Dedicated and 

professional people are 
the heart of every great 
organization, just as they 
are at GGAD. GGAD 

COL Johnson 18 Commander of 
Corpus Chrlltl Anny Depot 
(CCAD). Corpus Christi , TX. 

employs more than 3600 Department of the 
Army civilians and only ten military 
personnel. The ethnic background of the 
workforce reflects the overall population of 
Corpus Christi with almost 60% of the force 
being Hispanic. The Depot is the largest 
industrial employer in South Texas and has 
provided jobs for thousands of people 
since 1961. We are very proud of our more 
than 670 handicapped employees who play 
a significant role in the Depot's success. 
Our workforce is experienced, with more 
than 15 years in the business. Hundreds of 
disciplines are represented throughout the 
INOrkforce from the mechanic/repairman in 
the hangar. to engineers. chemists, and 
metallurgists. They are totally dedicated to 
their individual jobs and to the mission of 
the depot. 

Nonlinearity 
GGAD is a HUGE place. As a new 
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Corpus Christi 

COL Christopher 
M. Guppy 

Director 
Maintenance 
X·2434 

MAJ Michael R. 
Dixon 

Aviation 
Officer 
X·2432 

Claude 
Adams 

Director 
Contracting 
X·3913 
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Commander 
Corpus Christi 
Army De-pot 
X·3771 

LTC Peter A. 
Marchiony 

Director 
Supply & 
Transportation 
X·2557 

A. E. (Buz) 
Wohltman, Jr. 

Act Director 
Quality Assessment 
X·3871 

Robert T. 
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Director 
Information 
Management 
X·2009 
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Army Depot 

Don L. 
Roland 

Civilian 
Executive 
Assistant 
X-3771 

Leon 
Avelar, Jr. 

Director 
Resource 
Management 
X-2271 

Marlo 
Lopez 

Director 
Engineering 
Services 
X-300S 

Ralph 
Yoder 

Public Affairs 
Officer 
X-3627 

LTC Darrell M. 
Chancellor 

Executive 
Officer 
X3771 

Norma G. 
San Miguel 

Director 
Personnel 
X-2776 

Peter 
Epperson 

Director Risk 
Management 

L-_""-----" X-2326 

CORRESPONDING ADDRESS: 
ATTN: SDSCC-G 

CORPUS CHRISTI ARMY DEPOT 
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78419 

TELEPHONE: 
COMM: (512) 939-XXXX 

DSN: 861-XXXX 
FAX: (512) 939-3039 
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"Most of the field knows CCAD through our [ACE) 

assistance teams which travel worldwide, often at a 
moment's notice, in support of unit needs" . 

commander it took me six weeks to see 
everything and I am still getting lost. We 
are spread over 200 acres of the Corpus 
Christi Naval Air Station; as such, our 
garrison support is provided by the Navy. 
Visitors normally associate eCAD with the 
five aircraft hangars located on the seawall 
of Corpus Christi Bay. This is only a minor 
part of the complex. We have more than 34 
buildings. The biggest building houses the 
assembly/disassembly repair line and major 
component repair shops, and covers more 
than twenty-eight acres under one roof. It is 
an endless maze of offices and shops 
crammed with equipment ranging from fifty 
year old machinery which still runs strong, 
to state-of-the-art computer-aided systems 
required to repair the latest composite 
aircraft. An Automatic Storage and Retrieval 
robotic system automatically delivers and 
picks up repair parts from over 90 work 
centers located throughout the main 
building. 

Big Business 
The Depot's annual budget exceeds 

$350 million. More than half of that goes to 
civilian payroll. The rest goes to labor and 
direct materiel. We pay more than $6 
million to operate the plant with electricity, 
steam and gas. Handling and removal of 
hazardous waste consumes another $2.5 
million. Last year we spent $150,000 in light 
bulbs alone. 

What We Do 
Simply stated our primary mission is to 

overhaul and repair rotary wing aircraft and 
components. We do this for the Army, 
Navy, Air Force, Marines and other 
countries through Foreign Military Sales. 
During 1991, CCAD expended 4.2 million 
man-hours to overhaul or 'repair 348 
airplanes, 1518 engines, and 46,635 
components. In order to accomplish the 

primary maintenance mission we operate a 
supply operation which has more than 
34,000 items in stock and which also 
serves as a wholesale distribution center for 
the retail supply systems worldwide. We 
train more than 2,000 Reserve Component 
and National Guard soldiers each year 
during their two week annual training, 
which sharpens their skills -and provides us 
with additional manpower to do our job. 
Most of the field knows CCAD through our 
assistance teams which travel worldwide, 
often at a moment's notice, in support of 
unit needs. Each year we physically inspect 
thousands of aircraft to identify candidates 
for the overhaul program. Known as ACE 
(aircraft classification examination) teams, 
these are the guys with little hammers who 
can tell more about the health of an aircraft 
in 15 minutes than you or I could if we tore 
the bird apart. 

CCAD's energetic workforce enables us 
to perform our mission exceptionally well. 
To better understand the extent of the 
diverse depot's capabilities, let's look at 
what happens to an aircraft which comes 
here for overhaul. 

How We Do It 
When an aircraft has flown for a few 

hundred hours, it becomes "ti red". 
Electrical and hydraulic systems must be 
checked and repaired, and the fuselage, 
made of hundreds of sheet metal parts, 
must be examined. The engine, rotor 
blades, transmission, gearboxes, and 
dozens of smaller components require 
rejuvenation. Thousands of direct labor 
man-hours must be done by hundreds of 
people at CCAD in 90 different work 
centers. The repair bill will exceed three 
hundred thousand dollars, but this figure is 
only a small fraction of what it would cost 
the Army to buy a new aircraft. 

During disassembly, over 400 aircraft 
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components will be removed. These are 
routed to " prime" shops which specialize in 
the restoration of a particular class of item 
to a serviceable condition. These prime 
shops might further disassemble the 
components, with assistance from the 
" process" shops such as cleaning, metal 
surface restoration, machining, and 
painting. These components may be as 
complex as a turbine engine, or even a 
twin-engine power-pack, with gearboxes 
that blend and route power to the rotor 
systems. When a component is overhauled, 
the disassembly extends even further. On 
any given day there are more than 40,000 
pieces of aircraft in or moving between 
CCAD work centers. Thousands of these 
items are controlled through a multi-million 
dollar, state-of-the-art storage and retrieval 
system (ASRS). Automated guided vehicles 
provide a continuous flow of material betv.'een 
IM)rk centers and the ASRS. After assembly 
and painting, each aircraft undergoes 
thorough ground and flight testing. 

When an overhauled Black Hawk or 
Cobra leaves CCAD, it is much more than 
thousands of parts that have been brushed, 
sanded, cleaned, scraped, welded, 
machined, stored, transported, painted, 
bolted, riveted and re-attached to the 
airframe. It is the main reason why enemy 
forces do not sleep well at night. 

Preparing for Tomorrow 
Currently our workload is centered 

around the old workhorses of the Army's 
rotary wing fleet: the Huey, Cobra and 
Kiowa. We are now capable of overhauling 
the Black Hawk and the CH·47D and are 
working hard to get ready for the Apache 
by 1994. This workload represents a major 
shift in our capabilities, as we prepare to 
meet the Army's needs of tomorrow. 

There is no doubt that Corpus Christi 
Army Depot will be ready to accomplish its 
vital mission well into the 21st century. I 
invite you to visit us at any time. I would 
also be happy to speak at your AAAA 
Chapter meetings to tell your. folks what 
CCAD is all about. It is a national resource 
of which all members of the Army Aviation 
team can be very proud. 11111 

FEATURES: 
• 153 gallons additional fuel extends 

endurance by 1.5 hours (minimum) 
• Improved !Ughl characteristics 
• Full utilization cargoJcabln areas 
• Extensive flight hours· proven worldwide 
• Utilizes existing hardpolnts for attachment 
• Auxiliary fuel located safely away 

from passengers 
• Meets or exceeds FAA 29 Airworthiness 

standards 
I construction 

• FAA Approved 
• U.S. Patent 

No. 4.860,972 
• AVSCOM 

AlrwoNh/neu Release 
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Want To Improve 
Aircraft Readiness? 

By Robert Howard 

p robably the one thing most overlooked ,when 
maintenance managers (commanders, main
tenance officers, first line supervisors) seek ways 

to improve aircraft readiness rates is the impact of Aircraft 
Ground Support Equipment (AGSE) problems. That's 
because we have lived with inadequacies 
in that area for so long that they are 
accepted as a "way of life." 

lnevitaljy, aircraft readiness meetings, 
reports, and studies center on a need for 
more people in aviation maintenance units. But 
the well is dry. There are no more people 

Obviously, the goal of increasing 
numbers of people is to increase available 
productive maintenance manhours. Since 
we are not likely to get more people, such 
an increase can only be attained by in
creasing productivity of the existing force; 
that is, ettin more productive manhours 

out of the people we do 
have. That's where AGSE 
comes in. 

Most of us who have 
worked ip maintenance 

Mr. Howard Is Deputy Director, 
Directorate of Combat Develop
ments, USAALS, Ft. Eustis, VA. 

have seen mechanics constantly pulled off 
one aircraft to push another in or out of the 
hangar; or witnessed several maintainers 
standing around waiting to use the one 
operational Auxiliary Ground Power Unit 
(AGPU); or spotted a mechanic hunting for 
one good set of ground handling wheels. 
All this in units that are each authorized a 
couple of tugs, several AGPUs, and six or 
seven sets of ground handling wheels. 

Aircraft Downtime 
More than likely, most of that authorized 

equipment is stashed somewhere in the 
maintenance area, cannibalized to the 
bone. This situation is so common most 
people fail to see it for what it is: a 
tremendous waste of manhours caused by 
inadequate AGSE management, which 
directly trans/ates to increased aircraft down
time. kross the Army, the impact on the 
overall aircraft readiness rates is substantial. 
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AGSE problems are far reaching, ranging 
from inadequacies and voids in overall 
logistical support systems, to management 
shortcomings at the first-line supervisory level. 

Combat developers at the Aviation 
Logistics School, Fort Eustis, know 
maintenance units are having problems 
getting AGSE fixed and obtaining repair 
parts, and have been wrestling with the 
issue for some time. Before they can do 
much, the school needs help from the field. 

For example, the feasibility of an MOS for 
AGSE maintenance and insertion of AGSE 
repair sections into aviation maintenance 
units is one option that merits assessment. 
Unfortunately, this option continually runs 
into a stone wall because maintenance 
units are not documenting AGSE problems. 

Which equipment continually breaks 
down? How many manhours are being 
expended "out of hide" by aircraft 
mechanics in the repair of AGSE? How 
many productive manhours are being lost 
every day because AGSE does not work? 
Until such information can be quantified, 
proposals for resourcing a viable support 
system will continue to be shot down. As 

previously noted, most maintenance 
managers accept the situation as it is and 
try to work around it; thus, the information 
needed to gain high level interest-and 
resource support-is lacking. 

Recognizing that imposing a dedicated 
AGSE manhour accountability and problem 
reporting system \NOuld be another burden 
on already overtaxed aviation unit 
maintenance managers-and responses 
would be minimal at best for that reason
the Aviation Logistics School is looking into 
initiating a field-wide study to garner the 
information needed to justify resources for 
resolving the issue. It would beboove every 
aviation maintenance manager in the field 
to give AGSE the same loving care that is 
accorded aircraft, and to inform the Aviation 
Logistics School through correspondence 
(USAALS, ATSQ·LCD, Ft. Eustis, VA 
23604·5416) or (DSN 927·6841) 01 problems 
encountered in obtaining maintenance and 
supply support for this equipment. 

Maybe AGSE doesn't have much luster. 
After all, an AGPU doesn't shoot at tanks; 
then again, neither does an Apache when 
it's sitting in the hangar. 11111 

Sikorsky International Products, Inc. 

There's so much to gain by joining Sikorsky Intemationa1 Products, Inc. now. Under an FMS 
contract, we provide helicoptersupport services in Saudi Arabia. Some call it over there. We call it 
home. We offer an unaccompanied tour based in King Khalid Military City. Immediate 
opportunities exist. For employment opportunities, please send resume to Human Resources 
Manager, Sikorsky International Products, Inc. MIS 707 A, 6900 Main Street, Stratford, cr 
06601·1 381. No phone calls, pfease. 
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Winner 
(continued from page 18) 

This concept was totally effective, proving 
that existing contractor capabilities could 
rapidly be put into place and have a 
positive impact on mission capable rates of 
support weapons systems. 
Rapid Exchange (RX)-the RX program 
was to provide, on a direct exchange basis, 
serviceable for unserviceable components 
repaired by a depot facility located within 
the theater. 174 components were 
designated for "RX" and were stocked at 
the TAMP-KKMC for rapid exchange with 
customer units in need of the component. 
2410 Hotline-the 2410 Hotline provided 
immediate access to historical data on Time 
Between Overhaul (TBO) and finite life 
components. This service minimized pre
mature removal of items prior to conclusion 
of their usable/safe life limits solely because 
historical data on the component was not 
available to the operating unit. More than 
947 requests for data were processed by 
the 2410 Hotline resulting in a cost 
avoidance of over $12.1 million. 
Port Operations-the mission of port 
operations was to assist units during both 
deployment to and redeployment from the 
Theater. More than 200 aircraft were 
processed by the TAMP before deploying 
units were able to assume this task. This 
operation enabled units to redeploy at an 
accelerated rate and allowed soldiers to 
return home at the earliest possible date. 
Maintenance Support-the TAMP concept 
of ai rcraft maintenance support was to 
provide repair capabilities as far forward as 
possible using contract personnel, realizing 
that there are limits to the dangers they can 
be exposed to. It was felt that the develop
ment of structured teams to augment non
divisional AVIM battalions could accomplish 
this goal by freeing those AVIM soldiers to 
provide on-site support to divisional units. 

Complementing this support method, a 
variety of quick change a~semblies, such 
as engines, were developed and pushed 
forward to provide ready access for hard to 
get items. Feedback from supported units 

indicated these items had a positive impact 
on mission capability rates, especially on 
the rates of tank-killing helicopters. 
New Equipment Fielding-AVSCOM was 
responsible for fielding numerous items to 
aviation units deployed in Saudi Arabia. 
Some of the many items fielded during 
Operation DESERT SHIELD/STORM were: 

Aviation Vibrator Analyzer 
Damage Assessment Repair Kit 
Air Blasting Equipment 
Portable Washing Maintenance Ladders 
Lightweight Camouflage Cover 
Portable Cold Water Pressure Wash Sys. 
Porta!>e Compressed AirlYl!cuum System 
Nitrogen Generator Cart 
Oxygen Analyzer 
Transparency Finishing Kits 
Air.:ro-Air Stinger, OH-58C 
Range Extender for OH-58C 
Shop Vacuums 

• Interim Unit Maintenance Aerial 
Recovery Kits 
• Internal Slingable Unit ShiplStorage 
Containers 
Aviation Survivability EquIpment 
(ASE)-the Program Executive Office 
(PEO), Aviation located at AVSCOM, in 
concert with AVSCOM, was responsible for 
fielding, training, and supporting new or 
improved pieces of ASE throughout the 
Theater of Operations. More than 1,500 
items of ASE were installed on more than 
1,200 Army aircraft in less than five months. 
As a result. no Army aircraft was lost due 
to hostile fire from radar/optical guided 
enemy weapon systems. 

Without AVSCOM's innovative and pro
active support of operations in South
western Asia, Army Aviation would not have 
been capable of achieving the exceptionally 
high degree of success as was experi
enced. Never has the aviation logistics 
system been tasked to instantaneously 
support a 49% increase in operational 
tempo through a 12,000 mile pipe/ine, in one 
of the harshest environments in existence 
These challenges were met head-on by a 
team of task-oriented professionals dedicated 
to Army Aviation logistics and support of the 
aviation soldier in the field. These profes-
sionals made a difference! 11111 
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Deep Attack and the 
Counter-Artillery Battle 

by 
COL Kief S. Tackaberry, LTC James A. Kelley 

and CPT Thomas M. Muir 

T
he Battle Command Training Program (BCTP) 

WARFIGHTER Exercise was the training highlight of 
the 7th I nfantry Division (Light) du ri ng FY 91 . The 

achievements of the Division during this exercise were 

largely due to the near flawless synchronization of cross-

FLOT deep attacks against the enemy's 
overNhelming number of artillery assets. This 
article outlines the division's concept of deep 
operations for a Light Infantry Division, the 
decide-detecl-deliver methodology, command 
and control structures. and the sequence of 
events that led to the neutralization of the 
enemy artillery and eventual destruction of 
over five-plus enemy divisions during the four 
day exercise. 

The scenario for the 71D(L) 'Narfighter 91 
was a mid-intensity conflict fought in a 
contingency area. The sheer numbers and 
,-_=-_--, ranging capabilities of 

enemy artillery assets limited 
the ability of the 
Commanding General to 
maneuver his forces and 
threatened the very survival 
COL Tackaberry Is Commsnder, 
7th ID(L) Aviation Brigade, 
Ft. Ord , CA. 

of the Division. Success for the light Infantry 
Division lay in seizing the initiative early by 
unhinging the enemy's center eX gravity-his 
artillery assets. W3.ter. the Division 'NOUld 
infiltrate through the enemy's security zone 
and simultaneously attack across the breadth 
of his main defensive belt to secure key 
terrain and allow for the forward passage of 
friendly forces to continue the fight. 

Initially, the tv.o enemy divisions facing the 
71D(L) 'Nere defending in successive belts 
and had several days to prepare their 
positions. They had pushed their rear, 
divisional. and corps artillery 
groups (RAGs. DAGs. and 
GAGs) forward to provide 
overwhelming long range 
fires to support the 
continuity of the defense. 
LTC K, lIey 18 Executive 
OHlcer, Aviation Brigade, 
7th 10 (L). 
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These artillery assets 'Nere 'Nell integrated into 
the defensive plans and fires and 'Nere 
protected t7y a mixture ci ADA systems, 
ranging from SA7SSA 14s to ZPU-4s and 
S-60s. The enemy artillery threatened the 
su",vaJ of tile 71D(L) siree they could 
outrange our artillery A METlT analysis 
indKoated tIlat tile 71D(L) go be)ond current 
doctrine to 'Alin the counter-artillery battle. To 
'Alin the counter-artillery battle, the 
Ccmmanding General had to sucx:essfully 
conduct deep operations. The process for the 
deep operations was to use dispersion, 
concentration ci forces, decisive engagements, 
red~rsior1, and reconstitution to eslatJish tile 
cooditions to ",n the cklse ba!tle The CG 
decided that the best course of action was to 
mass artillery, USAF BAI assets, and attack 
helicopters in a synchronized deep attack to 
destroy the enemy's artillery assets before tile 
light infantry forces began their infi~ration 
attacks. 

Concept of Operation 
The mission ......as simple and concise in 

nature. yet complex in execution. "Aviation 
Brigacle attacks 042tOO Aug 91 to reduce 
enemy RAGs and DAGs vic EA DUKE." The 
CG was relying on the Aviation Brigade, in 
highly synchronized deep operatiOns with 
DIVARTY and USAF BAI asset~ to ",n tile 
counter-artillery battle and all"", for Ireedom ci 
maneuver for close operations during Phase II. 
"My intent is to focus on NVG operations to 
maximize surprise and enharx;e our 
su",vability_ We ",II synchronize J-SEAD, 
artillery fires, and USAF BAI to mass fires for 
the deep attack." Success for the Aviation 
Brigade during Phase I and Phase II V>tas 
defined t7y tile Divi,;on Commander as tile 
reduction d enemy artillery to 25% strength 
prior to the commitment of the Division's other 
maneuver brigades. 

The conce for the deep operations was to 
d""""p a detailed Intell> 
gence Preparation d the 
Battlefi .. d (IPB) u,;ng all 
DivisionaJ and Corps assets 
available- to supp:>rt a 
CPT Muir is Brigade S-3, 
Aviation Brigade, 
7th ID(l ). 

decide-detect·deliver methodology. The deep 
attacks were a joint operation ccmbining all eX 
tile battlefield operating systems, 20 to 30 
kilometers beyond the FLOT, into a single 
cifensive force. 

IPB 
Intefligeree Preparation ci tile Battlefteld 

(IPB) for deep operations focused on 
developing courses 01 action for deciding to 
attack deep. Named and Targeted Areas ci 
Interest (NAls and TAls) \Nere fOf'lNarded as 
Requests for Information (RFls) to Corps to 
detect the locations of enemy artillery groups 
and to furtller reline tile hign-payo!f target lists. 
RnaJly, we klentified trigger "",nts and 
developed a decision support matrix 'W'hich 
synchronized forces at H·Hour to deliver 
overw'helming canbat forces deep to destroy 
enemy regimenlS and artinery RAGs and 
DAGs during the dark of night and amid the 
confusion of the initial artillery general 
preparation d tile baWefieid. 

Intelligence assets used to support our IPB 
came not only from divisional units, but from 
Corps and Echelons Abow Corps (EAC). 
These additional assets, 10 include national 
technical means. had tile atility to range deep 
be)ond tile FLOf and to accuratety target tile 
enemy's artillery groups. We also developed a 
baWelieid calculus to estimate combat pcmer 
ratios which the Commanding General used 
during h~ clecision process (see FlQure 1). 

Command and Control 
Command and controt for tile deep attack 

was centralized at the Division Main CPO The 
Aviation Brigade Commander made the 
decision early on to co-Iocate the Brigade TAC 
CP v.<tIl tile DMAIN during tile Deckle and 
Defect phases ci the deep. attacks. This 
ai!QV.'I3(j for interface with the joint targeting 
rei, Divi,;on FSE, ALD, A2C2 "ement, and 
tile G-2. The CG commanded tile dvision's 
deep attack from the OMAIN. The Aviation 
Brigade Commander planned to command 
from a UH.roA going cro.ss-FLOf during the 
DeI;"'r phase d the cleep operatiol1S-

From p1annng tIlrough execution, detailed 
coordination of the employment of Battlefield 
Operating Systems (BOS) in a joint operations 
environment was fundamental to mission 
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accomplishment. The division jdnt targeting 
cell was the focal pcjnt for gathering all BOS 
managers and was key to coordinating and 
integrating all systems into the s:::heme eX 
maneu""r and fire support for the deep 
attack. The G·2, through his at;lity to manage 
the intelligence collection effort, e_ed the 
jdnt targeling eel to accurately fix enemy 
artillery groups, especially their long· range 
170mm hONitzefs. From ooordinated IPB 
products, "" estabfished Commander's CritK:aJ 
Ir/ormatioo Requirements (CCIRs) whk:h 
enabled the CG to make time-sensitive 
decisions to engage high-risk, high-payoff 
targets warlghter 91 challenged the CG to 
fight a numerically superior enemy across the 
entire width and breadth of the battlefield, 
bridging the gap between current and future 
doctrine to synchronize deep operations at 
division level. 

Synchronization 
The joint targeting cell met in the DMAIN at 

1400 and 0200 hours daly and projected 

operations 36 hours in the future to 
synchronize atta::ks with the nomination at 
targets for the PJr Tas~ng Order (ATO) C)de 
The first priority for the jdnt targeling ceil was 
to devefop high pa)Off target lists based upon 
IPS and ament and future operational require
ments in accordance with the priocipals of 
METH We used targeling spread sheets to 
prioritize targets throughout the di'llision's area 
eX operations. Based on desired effects on 
high pa)Off tar~ we delA'!oped time lines 
for engagements and synchronization matrixes. 

Synchronization cA the deep attacks 'NaS 

imperative to the success d the mission. 
Assets INElre aligned against required tasks in 
conjunction with other combat systems and 
parallel tasks. The synchronization matrix 
(Figure 1) 'NaS an ideal tool to assist our 
efforts. 

We developed several time lines based 
upon the possibilities cA reengaging RAGs and 
DAGs net pr"';ously reduced to 250/0 strength. 
We coordinated the time lines with the joint 
targeling ceil and deccnflk:ted 00th fires and 
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airspace through the Division FSE and A2C2 
elements 

Battlefield Air Support (BAS) 
One particular challenge was the integration 

ci joint fires into engagement areas to 
complete the destruction of the RAGs and 
DAGs. Doctrinal definitions of Close Air 
Support (CI>S) and Battlefield Air Interdk;tion 
(BAQ did not adequately address the type ct 
synchronized-joint fires necessary to achieve 
the desired effects on deep targets. We 
needed to mass both attack helicopters and 
USAF assets at the decisive time and place; 
synchronizing Wh timing and v.eapons 
effects. The types ct controls and timing 
needed to synchronize the deep battle 'N9re in 
keeping 'With the definition of Battlefield Air 
Support (BAS) described in the December 91 
edition ct the TI>ciALFA Bulletin. We estab
lished a Heliborne Forward Air Controller 
(H·FAC) with the a;;ation brigade airborne 
command posIto controt synchronized BAS 
fires. Our concept was for BAS to strike a 
sector ct EA DUKE (see tigure 2) with cluster 
munitions fotlO'loing the first engagement ct the 
attack helicopters. This IMlUtd strike the enemy 
while he was in the precess of displacing, 
thereby maximizing mol>tty ~lIs prior 10 the 

second engagement by attack helicopters. 

Electronic Warfare 
The Aviation Brigade Air Liaison Officer 

(ALO) served as the focal point for 
integration of USAF Electronic Warfare (EW) 
assets into the deep attack. Although Corps 
denied our initial requests for EF-111 and 
FAG assets, we adjusted our timing of the 
deep attacks to fly under the cover of pre
planned Corps-level offensive EW 
operations which would provide us residual 
EW support. We specified EW targets in 
our BAS nominations and included the 
organic EH-60 assets in o!:![ offensive EW 
plans. This v.oold require EH-60s to fly cross
FLaT ...wh the attack helicopter battalions 
during the deep attacks to focus Electronic 
Counter Missions (ECM) operations to protect 
our air corridors, particularly at FLaT 
penetration points. By correlating the Division 
and Corps USAF taskingslrequest timelines 
with our events sequence, we decreased the 
risks associated with the deep attacks. 

Army Airspace Command/Control 
We used an innovative technique to 

synchronize Army Airspace Command and 
Control (A2C2) with the deep aHacks. 

-...+--------__ ~_PL GREEN 
I _+_-----____ -\---PLGREEI 

FSCL + ___ -;~:;:::_---_I 

PL WHITE 

Figure 2 
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subordinate commanders, we 'A€re ready to 
execute what was to become a series of 
deep night attacks that effectively confused 
and paralyzed the Warlighter OPFOR. The 
counter-artillery battle began lNith a general 
preparation 01 the battlefield by all availat>e 
Oivi~onal OS, GS, and GSA battaJions and 
batteries. This included indirect fires to 
destroy templated and identified RAG and 
DAG locations within range of our artillery. 
Under the cover of our massive preparatory 
fires, we fired the inttial SEAD for the 
corridors to be used in a few hours by the 
attack helicopter battalion. We additionally 
fired SEAD to support our efforts in the 
Division's deception operations. We had 
assembled a small force of UH-1s with 
PsyOps loudspeaker teams to simulate a 
UH-60 air assault forward to the FLar along 
the Division left flank, portraying that the 
Division's main effort was in the West. The 
OPFOA believed the decaption. 

Figure 3 depicts the airspace corridors and 
fire support coordination measures developed 
to sequence fires and protect the attack 
battalion as it crossed the FLO[ We had 
previousy developed and put>ished airspaca 
corridors which traversed the entire battlefield 
from the Division Support Area (OSA) 
forward. The Division FSE and the Aviation 
Brigade FSO developed SEAD/J-SEAO target 
lists to support the corridors based upon a 
thorough analysis and targeting of suspected 
and known enemy ADA locations. The G-2 
and Aviation Brigade $-2 provided suspected 
$-60 and KS·19 sites based upon enemy Flat 
Face and Fire Fan radar activity. We 'NOuJd 
then update the SEAOIJ-SEAO target lists as 
intelligence required. The Division G-3 Air 
'W'Ould then activate corridors as necessary to 
support our deep operations. The SEAD/J
SEAD fire support requirements 'MXJld have 
previously been entered in the LTACFIRE 
system and 'M)Uld only require minor 
modifICations due to changes in the enemy 
situation or specifIC flight routes 

Execution . 
After conducting a thorough mission 

analysis and briefing our plan to our 

Intelligence assets, including LRSU teams 
inserted by UH-60s 48 hours prior to the 
attacks, confirmed the location of the RAGs 
and DAGs. The G·2 additionally integrated 
006 radars to located RAGs and DAGs as 
the enemy attempted to counter our massive 
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artillery prep. The division committed both The SEAD was initiated 15 minutes prior 10 
of the OPCON OH-580 aircraft from Corps the attack helicopter task force crossing the 
to conffrm the exact location of the RAGs FLOT. Although the enemy correctly 
and DAGs and to reeon our flight routes, identified the massive air movement, he 
holding areas, and company battle incorrectly assumed that it was an air 
positions. As the OH·58Ds identified targets assault conducted to support the Division's 
along the flight routes, we immediately main efforts in the West. 
handed the SALUTE reports to the The primary engagement area was 18-25 
Assistant Fire Support Coordinator kilometers beyond the FLOT and out of 
(AFSCOORD) and G-2 collection manager. range of all but Multiple Launch Rocket 
The AFSCOORD then allocated/shifted System (MLRS) batteries. These MLRS 
forces to deliver effective and accurate assets provided preparatory fires on the 
indirect fires to destroy identified targets. holding areas and battle positions. BAI 
The Aviation Brigade FSO had additionally sorties and MLRS also hit the engagement 
provided the OH-58Ds with a Quickfire areas just prior to the arrival of the 
channel for transmission of Copperhead OH-58Ds. Upon arrival of -the OH·58Ds in 
missions to maximize the laser designator the battle positions, the division established 
systems available to the Division forward of a Restricted Fire line (RFL) south of EA 
the FLOT. Once the OH·58Ds had positively DUKE and a Restricted Fire Area (RFA) 
identified the RAG and DAG locations, the encompassing the attack helicopter battle 
CG decided to commit the attack helicopter positions and engagement areas to protect 
task force (four attack helicopter com· our aircraft from friendly indirect fires. 
panies) along the eastern corridor to cross Effective SEAD fires quickly overwhelmed 
the FLOT at designated passage points at the enemy ADA forces and the attack task 
F·Hour: force reached the deep holding areas and 

Figure 4 depicts the timing of the deep battle positions untouched. Attack 
attacks once we reached the trigger event. helicopters arrived in the battle positions at 
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H-Hour and conducted a battle handover INith 
the OH-58Ds already on station. Ooce in 
position, the attack helk:opters conducted a 
massed attack to destroy enemy RAGs and 
DAGs. After all ammunition VvaS expended, the 
attack helicopters INSre to sequence back to 
the holding area where co:he UH-60 aircraft 
had been prepositioned wi~l additkJnaJ 
H)<Ira-70 2.75" MUlli-Purpose Special 
Munitiorls (MPSM) and TON munllions. The 
OH-58Ds remained on station to keep eyes on 
the enemy artille<y units as they attempted to 
dispaoe The OH-58Ds proved to be the idea 
system for long range night reconnaissance, 
u~ng FUR to identify targets up to 10 
kilometers crM!1f. 

We sequenced the second of our BAS 
strikes to hit the engagement area during 
the break on station of the attack 
helicopters. The H-FAC provided final 
control for the BAS assets as they dropped 
cluster munitions, seeking to destroy 
displacing enemy forces or to achieve 
mobility kills. Fire support provided J-SEAD 
fires for the BAS assets as they ingress and 
egressed the engagement area. 

Second Attack 
We had planned for a second 

engagement in EA DUKE by attack 
helicopters to complete the destruction of 
the enemy artillery forces. This proved 
unnecessary based upon our initial battle 
damage assessments. A re-attack would 
have resulted in increased risks to keep our 
forces cross-FLaT for an extended period 
of time. The CG made the decision to 
egress back to friendly lines after the first 
engagement and to not re-arm deep for a 
second engagement as planned. Pre
planned SEAD fires led the task force 
along a second corridor on the eastern 
flank and the OH-58Ds trailed the task 
force to call Copperhead fires to complete 
our destruction of enemy ADA assets and 
to designate for targets of opportunity. 

Upon completion of the rearward 
passage of lines, we sequenced into 
multiple rearm and refuel sites and 
completed our restoration efforts while we 
awaited the Commanding General's 
decision to re-attack. The following is a 

listing of our CCIRs to conduct a second 
deep attack in one night. 

Aviation Brigade - CCIRs 
Commander's Critical 

Information Requirements: 

1. Have we mel the mission cirteria 
(reduction %)? 
- Reduction of artillery to 25% strength. 
- Confirm battle damage assessment. 

2. Have we reduced the effectiveness 
of his ADA assets?' 
- SEAD/J-SEAD Fires 
- Offensive Electronic Warfare 

3. Do we have adequate hours ci"dark
ness remaining for a cross-FLOT 
attack? 

4. Do we have sufficient fires (artillery 
and BAI) to provide adequate 
SEAD/J-SEAD coverage and 
synchronize fires on the objective? 

5. If we meet all 4 criteria - high risk 
If we meet 2 or less of the criteria -
recommend that we do not attack 
2d time cross-FLOT 

The CG decided against conducting a 
second deep attack due to the increased 
risk to his decisive maneuver force, the 
attack helicopter battalion. We had planned 
several branches to conduct the second 
attack including attacking with a second 
attack helicopter battalion that was being 
used to conduct rear operations and as the 
aviation brigade reserve. 

Sustainment was based upon normal 
resupply systems. We moved FARPs closer 
to the FLaT to support a quick turnaround 
should a second attack be required. We 
additionally used UH-60s forward OPCON 
to the attack helicopter task force to sustain 
the operation while cross-FLOT. This 
included a Jump FARE system capable of 
sustaining the OH-58Ds and providing 
emergency refuel if attack assets needed a 
few gallons of fuel for the return cross-FLaT 
flight. We provided each attack company 
with a cache UH-60 carrying Hydra-70 and 
TOW munitions, as well as armament 
personnel to assist in rearming forward in 
the holding areas. 
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Lessons Learned 
The Division's deep operations were an 

unqualified success. A Light Infantry 
Division won the counter-artillery battle 
against a superior force using the future 
Airland Battle doctrine as modified for 
execution at division level. 

We effectively reduced enemy artillery to 
25% strength during our deep attacks. This 
enabled the Infantry Brigades to conduct 
infiltration attacks through the enemy's 
general security zone. We had disrupted 
the enemy's center of gravity and 
destroyed the continuity of this defense 
through bold and audacious deep attacks. 
Although the enemy would later attempt to 
reinforce his artillery and his defensive 
belts, we continued our deep attacks on 
successive nights and caught him while he 
was displacing assets forward. 

The Division continually used the decide
detect·deliver methodology to conduct 
deep operations. The focal point during all 
deep operations was the joint targeting cell. 
The Aviation Brigade was the division's 
maneuver brigade for Phase I and II of 
WAAFIGHTER 91, with decisive results. 
The Aviation Brigade also played a key 
role in the success of the counter-artillery 
battle by providing the Division FSE with 
over 200 spot reports during four days of 
operations. 

Intelligence is critical to developing and 
updating both high payoff target lists and 
for SEAD. OH-58Ds were essential for our 
deep operations, particularly at night. Their 
FUR system, combined with a laser 
designation capability, ensured the 
destruction of the RAGs and DAGs. The 
integration of the Aviation Brigade TAC CP 
with the DMAIN was vital to synchronizing 
operations and conducting parallel 
planning for future deep attacks. It 
additionally provided the G·2 and Division 
FSE with access to the Aviation Brigade 
Command and all nets, thereby allowing 
them to have instantaneous spot reports of 
enemy activity during t~e execution of deep 
operations. 

The Aviation Brigade S·3, FSO, and ALa 
were critical members of the Division joint 

targeting cell. Key staff officers must 
coordinate early on in the planning process 
if all players are to implement the 
commander's intent in a coordinated effort. 
The Aviation Brigade also provided Liaison 
Officers (LNOs) to all of the maneuver 
brigades and the three Divisional 
Command Posts (OMAtN , DrAC, and 
OREAR) to better integrate Army Aviation in 
the division's scheme of maneuver for all 
areas of the battlefield (deep, close, rear, 
reserve, and security). 

The technique of pre· planning corridors 
forward of the Division rear boundary 
proved invaluable to future operations. The 
corridor system allowed us to develop a 
detailed plan for SEAO fires and to 
distribute necessary fire support 
coordination measures to every Division 
and MSC Command Post. The corridors 
were then activated as necessary to 
support specific aviation operations. We 
developed corridors based upon our initial 
MEm analysis and updated the SEAD 
plans and corridor activations based upon 
changes in the enemy situation. Several of 
the corridors corresponded with Minimum 
Risk Routes (MRRs) and Low Level Transit 
Routes (LLTRs) used by the USAF, allowing 
us to develop J·SEAO and EW plans to 
support the overall attack. 

Summary 
Deep operations can be decisive for 

light Infantry Divisions. WAR FIGHTER 91 
established the Aviation Brigade as the 
combat maneuver force staffed and 
equipped to execute decisive deep 
operations for the 7th Infantry Division 
(light). We can create conditions for close 
combat operations by destroying the 
enemy's ability to bring his indirect fires to 
bear. We can seize and maintain the 
initiative while disrupting the enemy's 
decision cycle. We can create the 
conditions under which light Infantry can 
defeat a numerically superior force while 
minimizing friendly losses. As the Army 
transitions to AirLand Battle Future, the 
opportunities that such exercises as BCTP 
provides will further help refine the way that 
we in the Lightfighter Division fight. 11111 
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Lessons Learned 
By Lieutenant General Harry W. O. Kinnard, Ret. 

The following is excerpted from LlG Kinnard's address at the 
December 1991 AAAA Morning Calm Chapter Christmas Ball in Korea. 

LlG Kinnard was an Assistant Division Commander of the 101 st Airborne Division, 
Commander 11th Air Assault Division (11, CG 1 st Cavalry Division (AirmQbile) and 

CG of Combat Developments Command before retiring in 1969. 

I 
dislike living in the past, but do feel that important 
lessons can be learned from examining it. I'll begin 
in an era long before most of you were born, WWII. 

A quick look at the L-4 Cubs used for artillery 
observation and liaison is quite instructive, especially in 
contrasting their characteristics with those 
of the Army Air Corps (which became the 
Army Air Force and then, in 1947, the 
United States Air Force). First. the Cubs 
were an organic, integrated part of the 
Army units to which they were assigned. 
They were based forward with their units 
and had very modest requirements for their 
landing strips. Their control was 
decentralized down to their parent units. 
Their missions were assigned by those 
units and were carried out with complete 
understanding of the operations of the 

i , were themselves 
ground soldiers who fully 
understood ground 
combat. The Air Corps, by 
contrast, was under highly 
centralized control of an 

l. TG KInnard 18 a Past President 
of the Anny AviaHon Association 
of Amertca. 

Air Corps Headquarters and "cooperated" 
with Army units when that could be 
accommodated within their own plans. 
Their permanent, fixed base requirements 
necessitated their basing far behind the 
Army units with which they "cooperated". 
Their pilots were aviators first and lasl, and, 
generally, had very limited knowledge of 
the details of ground combat. The lessons 
are quite obvious; let me just say it is 
important to remember that leday's Army 
Aviation is descended from, and derives its 
philosophy, not from the Army Air Corps, 
but from those valiant little Cubs of World 
War II. 

Airborne Operation 
Interesting lessons also can be gleaned 

from a look at some WWII Airborne 
Operations and at combat in an enemy's 
rear: For starters, let's consider an 
imaginary parachute operation. 
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My first assignment out of West Point was 
Company A, 27th Infantry, Schofield 
Barracks, Hawaii. If I had a lot more time, 
I'd love to describe the Army of that day 
with its polo, parades and police calls. But I 
must press on so I'll just say I was among 
those present in Hawaii when the Japanese 
made their infamous attack on Oecember 
7th, 1941. 

I won't even summarize that awful day, 
but only want you to know that in our 
Divisional Journal for December 7th, there 
were more entries relating to the landing of 
Japanese parachutists than to any other 
topic. My company spent the entire night of 
the attack combing the hills behind 
Honolulu for Japanese parachutists 
reported to have landed there. There were 
none; nor were any of the many other 
reports of their presence correct. These 
were all the brain children of over active 
imaginations reinforced by a few actual 
parachutes worn by pilots bailing out of 
damaged aircraft. 

My point here is the tremendous 
psychological impact of an enemy using 
the third dimension and landing in your 
rea( This was vividly brought home again 
in the Normandy Airborne landings in 
which I took part. I knew we were raising a 
lot of hell on the night we jumped into 
Normandy, but it was only years later, while 
instructing in airborne operations at the 
Armed Forces Staff College that I learned 
the full impact on the Germans. Their 
estimate of our numbers on the morning 
after we jumped in was about 91,000 
parachutists; our actual number was about 
13,000 - a sevenfold psychological impact. 
How's that for a combat multiplier? 

I have dwelt on these operations in the 
enemy rear because the helicopter, 
properly employed, is a marvelous means 
of striking the enemy's vulnerable rear. 

Howze Board 
Time permits only the briefest mention of 

this historic board headed by GEN 
Hamilton Howze, but aU Army aviators 
should make time to study it. BaSically the 
board found that the time had come for 
Army units to employ aircraft as their 

primary means of moving and fighting 
rather than using aircraft in the 
supplemental roles they had played 
theretolore. They went on to recommend 
the testing of five new and very different 
Army organizations, all based on the 
concept of using aircraft anywhere and 
everywhere that such use promised 
improvement. General Howze referred to 
such new units as "Air Fighting Units." The 
final report of this board was not only bold 
and imaginative, it was also voluminous -
the main report alone was a hefty 3,500 
pages, but the one major conclusion was 
terse and emphatic - "The board has only 
a single major conclusion-: adoption by the 
Army of the airmobile concept - however 
imperfectly it may be described and 
justified in this report - is necessary and 
desirable. In some respects the transition is 
inevitable, just as was that from animal 
mobility to motor." Imagine if such a board 
met today; its primary conclusion could well 
be that the replacement of tanks by 
helicopters is inevitable just as was the 
replacement of horses by tanks. 

Only two of the new organizations which 
the Howze Board recommended were 
approved for testing, an Air Assault Division 
and an Air Transport Brigade. These two 
units wre activated at Ft. Benning on 15 
February 1963 and I had the great 
privilege of commanding them during more 
than two years of long and arduous testing 
and development. Again I must just skim 
the surface to derive some lessons for 
today. A first lesson can be learned from 
the directive which launched the effort; then 
Chief of Staff Wheeler called me to his 
office and gave me my marching orders in 
these words: " Harry, we're going to test 
this air mobility idea to see how far and 
how fast the Army can go, and should go, 
and you're going to be the guy to do it". A 
wonderful mission type order with all the 
inferred latitude anyone could want. Then 
he went on to make my day even brighter 
by telling me I could pick a nucleus of 
people - officers, warrant officers and 
enlisted - to join my new enterprise. 

So there were two lessons even before I 
reached Ft. Benning. For an important 
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project. particularly one to explore new 
ground, pick a man you believe in, cut him 
plenty of slack on how he will do the 
job and provide him with adequate 
resources, especially in good people. I 
stressed the latitude which General 
Wheeler gave me; I passed the latitude on, 
undiluted, 10 my people, and encouraged 
them in every way I could think of, to pass 
it down the chain of command together 
with stressing and encouraging initiative. 
imagination and the improving of every 
aspect of what we were doing, rather than 
continuing to do things because that's how 
they had been done before. 

Another lesson for me was the payoff of 
instilling in every man the importance of 
what we were doing and his part in it. It's 
truly amazing how people blossom under 
such conditions. Then there 'Nere old 
lessons relearned, like the dividends of 
hard, realistic training, the value of mutual 
understanding of all units for each other, 
and the importance of endlessly practicing 
teamwork at every level from a single 
squad and chopper on up. 

Developmental Training 
Next I want to define and stress the 

importance of developmental testing. It was 
clear to me from the outset that we should 
do more than simply take the draft 
organization which the Howze Board had 
conceived, give it a trial run, and 
pronounce it good, bad or indifferent. 
Rather, I was sure our job was to tryout 
the organization as proposed, find the 
fla'NS, fix them as best we could, try again, 
find new faults; fix those; try again and so 
on, for as long a time as we were 
permitted. This repetitive form of testing 
and improving I call developmental testing 
and I highly recommend it to you as a tool 
for improving any type unit, across the 
board, with respect to organization, 
doctrine, tactics, techniques and all the rest. 

Future 
Now, having dusted off some old lessons, 

let's move to more dangerous ground, a 
look at some key facets of our world today 
and some fearless forecasts as to where 

--~l 

we're headed. I say fearless because 
predicting things to come has the advan
tage that nobody else knO'NS for sure either:. 

First, our long, tough job of containing 
the Soviet Union has finally paid off. The 
amazing consequences, inside Russia, and 
worldwide, have produced a whole new 
ballgame whose ground rules, players and 
even the playing field itself are still evolving. 
One key point is already clear, wars didn't 
start with Communism and will certainly not 
disappear with its ending in the Soviet 
Union. I offer this evidence: just before we 
left home, I checked with ACSI, and 
learned there are some 39 actjye border 
disputes around the world, several of which 
involve actual combat. One needn't be a 
rocket scientist to see the potential for 
many more in our highly volatile world. 
Second, the United Nations has begun 
playing a much larger role in 'NOrld affairs 
since the disappearance of the Soviet veto. 
For example. it has undertaken eight 
peace-keeping operations in the last three 
years as contrasted to only 13 times in its 
IIrst 40 years. I believe it folioINS that many 
U.S. Operations will be under a U.N. 
umbrella, or, in any event, will be multi
national ones. Army Aviation is an 
especially useful force in such 
circumstances, providing a high-tech Army 
component apt to be missing in the armies 
of our allies. 

Third, our country has a long history of 
weakening our defenses after our wars. 
Recently I looked up the size of our Army 
in all our major wars since the American 
Revolution, at peak strength and then three 
years later, and, by my figures, the average 
reduction from peak to three years later is 
16.5%. We are now embarked on such a 
reduction, following the near disappearance 
of a Soviet threat. The currently program
med cuts may well not be the final ones, 
because our Congress has a new buzz 
phrase, "The Peace Dividend" over which 
they are already drooling as they visualize 
some juicy pork barrel. Even the cuts now 
mandated will take our Army down to 
535,000, by 1995; our Army will then rank 
7th in the world. It will be smaller than the 
armies of either North or South Korea, and 
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just ahead of Pakistan. If we are forced to 
make even further cuts, my hope and belief 
is that the Army will do so by cutting 
structure, while maintaining the quality we 
have attained and the war fighting ability of 
our remaining units. I also firmly believe 
Army Aviation will fare quite well in these 
cuts relative to the other branches. 

Fourth, our economic picture: I'm not 
sure of the right word for our present 
economic situation (you know a recession 
is when you tighten your belt. A depression 
is when you have no belt to tighten. When 
you have no trousers to hold up, it's a 
panic). But whatever we call loday's 
economy, it isn't good. The Administration 
and Congress are going through their 
normal hand wringing, and besides the 
extra impetus for deeper cuts in the 
defense budget, I foresee another 
emerging possibility that may impact the 
Army. One recent congressional trial 
balloon was a proposal for a major 
transportation bill that would address 
maintenance and improvement of our 
National Highway System and thus create 
jobs. It is quite possible that such a bill, 
and many more like it will take shape, not 
only to create jobs, but because many 
parts of our infrastructure have long 
needed attention. 

If that kind of legislation does take form, I 
foresee the armed services, particularly the 
Army, being called on in a multitude of 
roles (as ~ oos in the eec Program during 
the Great Depression of the 3tJs). II 00, Army 
Aviation may 'Nell find itself engaged in fN8f'j

thing from anti-drug actions to ferrying work 
cr8\rV3 into forests or over other difficult terrain. 
If this happens IN8 must give it our best shot, 
wIlile keeping our warfighting capability 
shined up as best we can. 

So much for that tiny snapshot of our 
interesting world: I'll move quickly through 
my last point - some bad ne'lJSlgood news 
points on Army Aviation. I'll start with the 
bad news. 

First, I believe our true capabilities are 
still not fully understood and appreciated by 
our Army at large. We know how good and 
how important we are, but we have to do a 
better job of informing the entire Army of 

how best to use us. I believe some 
increased cross fertilization between 
aviation and the other branches, both 
formal and informal, would be very helpful. 

Second, I feel Army Aviation is not 
getting its deserved, or even proportional, 
share of General Officer promotions. The 
principle reason, I believe, is the make up 
of selection boards. Of some comfort is the 
fact that this is being ever more clearly 
realized al the Army's top echelons and will, 
finally, I hope and believe. be corrected. 

Third, we still need a good organic intra
theater transport to take the place of the 
Caribou which the USAF took from us. I 
don't" knQIN enrugh about tile Sherpa, flown 
by the Nanonai Guard in DESERT SHIELD! 
STORM, to say whether or not it might be 
the anS'N8[ The tilt rotor "Osprey" now being 
developed for the Marines looks promising to 
me, if costs can be brought down. 

Fourth, air-to-air capabilities are, in my 
view, still quite short of what we need. 
Fortunately, the Iraqis were unable to 
challenge us in this regard. We simply must 
have a strong air-to-air capability, plus the 
ability (with a little help from our friends) to 
suppress ground based anti-helicopter 
threats. These two capabilities are the price 
of admission to the ballgame, and they 
must constantly be improved to meet ever 
tougher threats. Moreover, these essentially 
defensive capabilities must not seriously 
detract from our overriding offensive priority 
- defeating or destroying enemy ground 
forces, whatever their composition or 
disposition. 

Now, the "Good News" about Army 
Aviation. First, Army Aviation offers a real 
solution to a very old and difficult Army 
problem, namely the hard choices between 
heavy and light forces. Heavy forces are 
difficult and slow to deploy, but have good 
lethality once at the proper place. Light 
forces are somewhat the opposite, relatively 
easy to deploy, but less capable once in 
combat, especially against heavy enemy 
forces. In the past we have finessed this 
problem by tailoring forward deployed 
forces in the various theaters for their most 
likely threat, while tailoring a mix of heavy 
and light forces for our strategic reserves, 
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in the hopes that we would have the right 
mix for contingencies. This long standing 
problem will be compounded by force 
reductions which force us to take even 
greater risks in tailoring our forward 
deployed forces, and, even more so, our 
strategic reserves. 

But Army Aviation, with the capabilities 
demonstrated in DESERT STORM, offers a 
real solution to this problem, since air 
fighting forces, like the 10151 Air Assault 
Division or the 6th Air Cavalry Combat 
Brigade offer the highly desirable combin
ation of being highly deployable (including 
self deployability in many instances) while 
possessing lethality equal to any challenge 
once in combat. To a lesser extent this is 
also true of all of our light divisions if their 
aviation components are properly 
equipped, manned and trained. 

Second, Airland battle, under whatever 
name we refer to it this week, is here to 
stay, and it is unthinkable and unworkable 
without Army Aviation. No other component 
01 Army Forces has the speed, reach, 
ability to mass and disperse equal to Army 
Aviation. We alone can give our Army the 
capabilities for striking deep, protecting our 
own rear and turning inside our enemy's 
decision cycle. Books can be written about 
Army Aviation's place in the Airland battle; 
suffice it to say it is indispensable. 

Third, since luture combat is likely to be 
fought in a coalition with one ()( more of our 
friends and allies, ~ is good to know" that 
Army Aviation is likely to be the greatest 
need of our aUies and thus our most valuable 
contribution to the overall force mix. Fourth, 
in non-combat activities, either in 

If you'd like to take advantage of the Career 
Track employment referral service, but you're 
not yet a member of AAAA, the solution is sim
ple: Fill out a membership form and send it. in 
along with your request for a Career Track ap
plication. Your ad will run in the next available 
issue. • 
Active AAAA members may have a 3D-word 
classified employment ad published in two con
secutive issues of ARMY AVIATION MAGAZINE 

the CONUS or overseas, Army Aviation can 
play key roles that are totally unsuitable for 
other Army units. Examples are anti·drug 
surveillance or enforcement in our country 
or feeding the Kurds in Iraq. 

Fifth, we have some wonderful 
equipment now, with fewer gaps and 
deficiencies, and more in the wings, like 
Comanche and Longbow, which we all 
hope one day will make us even better. 

last, and probably most important, are 
the wonderful people of Army Aviation. You 
have become the branch of choice for all 
modes of acquisition , and it sho'NS in the 
superb quality of today's people in Army 
Aviation. Because of this quality, I firmly 
believe that in any upcoming riffs the 
attrition among aviators will be much less 
than in the other combat arms. 

Conclusion 
Army Aviation has come a tremendous 

distance and acquired enormous capability. 
Even so, it still has much latent, 
undeveloped potential which you and your 
fellow Army aviators must discover, 
demonstrate and develop. Our Army and 
Army Aviation will continue to operate in a 
volatile and often hostile world and with 
reduced resources. The great capabilities 
which Army Aviation has acquired over the 
last several decades, and those which you 
have added, and will add, are destined to 
make a vital contribution to the Army's 
ability to meet all challenges, ranging from 
civic action to various intensities of combat. 
In a very real way, the future of our Army, 
in my opinion, is Army Aviation; you can 
make it so ~ it's up to you ~ go for it!! 11111 

free of charge. Write to the AAAA National Of· 
fice, 49 Richmondville Avenue, Westport, CT 
06880·2000, or call (203) 226·8184 for Career 
Track applications. Inquiring organizations con
tact the National Office. 
A~ator, Staff Director, R&D. Vel.atile professional with 
extensive aviation, leadership, managerial, human 
resources, analytical and technical experience. Seek 
position as Program Manager in aviation related In· 
doSII'!. Available March '92. 92·02·01 
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Night Vision 
Safety 

By Captain Ray Tinkler 

I 
would be preaching to the choir to say our night 
operational capability has increased substantially 
over the years. More and more flight hours are used 

toward night vision device currencies and mission training. 
Because of our recent successes, night missions have in-
creased but unfortunately, so have accidents. 

What are the planning considerations for 
night operations? What are the factors 
incorporated into the risk assessment and 
hCl'N are they evaluated? Sometimes it 
depends on who you talk to. The Instructor 
Pilots and Pilots in Command will quote items 
out of TC1-204 as they were trained, along 
with items gained through their experiences. 
The commander on the other hand, consid
ering the aboJe, will also look at mission 
accomplishment, MEm and priority of the 
mission. We know where responsibility for risk 

Ii i the commander. 
WorWng with the U.S. 

Army Safety Center as an 
advisor in accident 
investigations, I focus my 
attentio(l strictly on night 

CPT Tinkler is an R&D Coor
dinator at the Night Vision and 
Electro Optics DIrectorate. 

vision performance and the hard\WIe The 
goggles are recovered from the accident and 
sent to the Night Vision Electro Optics Di
rectorate (NVEOO) tor technical analysis. The 
analysis determines, if possible. whether the 
goggles still perform to the required military 
specification. A copy of this report is then 
forwarded to the Safety Center. Some acci
dents are so severe, the goggles are not 
testable and there are no pilots to talk to 
about the goggle pertOfmance Not just with 
fatal accidents. but with all accidents, a com
plete investigation is performed by the Safety 
Center. }\SSisting them, I look at the events, 
mission planning and considerations taken 
into account up to the time of the accident 
concerning projected night vision performance 
and factors included in the risk assessment. 
What I continually see is nothing new and 
VvOUld probably be considered common sense. 
The fotlC1o'ling discu.sons are some cj the 
areas noted during accident i!l'v'eStigalions: 
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Illumination. Illumination levels seem to be 
constantly misunderstood in mission 
planning and risk assessment. Illumination 
data is usually obtained from Air Force 
'vVeather, computer models, or by someone 
in the Tactical Operations Center (TOG) 
taking a look outside and equates to the 
amount of moon reflecting light. At a recent 
accident the cre.v had indicated on their risk 
assessment an illumination of greater than 
80 percent. The attached 'Neather brief 
indicated a broken and overcast ceiling. 
Obviously the cloud cover Vo/Ould restrict the 
moon illumination from reaching the earth, 
to what degree is difficult to say, but they 
would certainly not benefit from the 
illumination predicted. The risk assessed for 
the mission was indicative of 80 percent 
illumination, but the poor contrast resulting 
from the low illumination actually present 
contributed to the aircraft impacting the 
ground. The 'Weather was as predicted, 
bringing down light levels. The risk 
assessment did not match actual conditions. 
Equipment. Three other aircraft accidents 
involved helicopters impacting the ground or 
objects in level attitudes. What was note
wurthy was none of the accident aircraft had 
radar altimeters installed. TCl-204 recom
mends radar altimeters when operating in 
low illumination which was the case in these 
accidents. Had the cr8'NS been able to 
monitor radar altitudes, it would have been 
possible they \oVC)uld have maintained terrain 
and obstacle clearance. The aircraft are not 
required to have the equipment, but the lack 
of recommended equipment is another 
variable in the risk assessment. 

Remaining with equipment, it is required 
that to fly at night, a visible horizon or 
operable attitude indicator be available. We 
know that night vision devices can see 
through light obscurations and sometimes 
can lead to inadvertent Ineiement Meteore
Igical Conditions (IMC). We are trained how 
to spot the cues that we are possibly en
countering IMC, halos, lack of shadQINS, etc. 
and practice inadvertent JMC procedures. 
Why would we then not weigh the risk of 
allowing a crew to fly with night vision 
goggles, in 'NBather conducive to fog or light 
rain, when they did not have an operable 

attitude indicator to allow inadvertent fMC 
procedures if IMC is encountered? This oc
curred in a recent accident. when it was 
believed the cre.v possibly entered IMC con
ditions without an attitude indicator. Some 
units have established local procedures 
restricting goggle flight without an attitude 
indicator. 
FUR. The Pilot Night Vision System (PNVS) 
on the AH-64 \oVC)rks in a waveiength outside 
that of image intensifiers or goggles. Their 
system is not dependent on ambient light 
but temperature differential of objects. 
Apache pilots, particularly those that have 
operated in Europe, have experienced less 
than ideal FUR imagery due to specific 
patterns of weather that reduce the 
temperature differential necessary for good 
imagery. Computer models are available and 
are being used to predict imagery through 
Delta T predictions, but the accuracy of the 
models remains uncertain. 

In another accident, this one in Europe, 
an AH-64 slruck wires. The unit had been 
training for several days and the weather 
had been consistenlly cold and dreary. The 
pilots intervi8lN8d after the accident dis
cussed, during mission planning, the fact 
they v.oold probably obtain poor FUR 
imagery because of the recent weather 
pattern. There was no risk assessment item 
on FUR imagery in the unit, not unusual at 
all. It is difficult to predict imagery even with 
computer modeling. What the unit did have 
was experienced PNVS aviators who 
realized what the weather was doing to the 
system and made a very accurate prediction 
of the imagery they encountered that night. 
As subjective as It may be, an experienced 
pilot can include relative information into the 
risk assessment analysis. 

These are certainly not all the factors to 
be considered in mission planning nor all 
the considerations for a commander making 
decisions. These are the observations of an 
aviator involved in the not so enjoyable task 
of visiting aviation units conducting night 
operations who have had a mishap and 
subjectively viewing, after the fact with 20/20 
hindsight, those items that could have been 
overlooked that mayor may not have 
contributed to an accident. 11111 
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F ROM THE FIELD 

TRAINING: 

In~s rI'IU~NJ)S 

BY COLONEL DONOVAN R. CUMBIE & 
MAJ(P) WALTON C. CARROLL, JR. 

FORT RUCKER, AL - Fiscal 
Year 91, to risk an undefstatement, 
vvas a banner year for Army Avia
tion and the Directotate cA Evalua
tion and Standardization (DES). In 
excess of 150 team deployments 
were completed to assess, assist, 
and provide subject matter exper
tise to aviation units on a global 
scope. Nearly 4,000 flight evalua
tions 'N9re administered with 6,465 
hours fbNn encompassing all Ar
my airframes and all concfrtions in
cluding combat. The purpose 01 
this article is to highlight trends 
noted during these visits and to in
dicate where we have incor
porated lessons from Operation 
DESERT STORM in our "areas cA 
if)lerest" for FY 92. 
A change in our assessment 
focus, from the traffIC pattern to the 
1adicaJ arena, began in FY 91 and 
VoJiII continue in FY 92. An en
couraging upy.oard trend in in
dividual aviator proficiency was 
noted as the year progressed, 
resu~ing in an overall DA pass 
average of 89.5% in flight evalua
tions for the FY 

Battle rostering has proven to 

COL Cumbie Is 
Director, 
Directorate of 
Evaluation and 
Standardiza
tion, A . 
Rucker, AL. 

be a pos~ive addition to unit creN 
selection and qualification pro
grams. The technique was a 
noted common thread among 
strong creN selection programs. 
Units are making a concerted ef
fort to select and train the best 
cre.-vs based on experience and 
documented capabilities. Battle 
rostering is not a scheduling con
straint restricting wtlo could fly with 
whom. It is, instead, the hallmark 
of a trained crew properly 
prepared for Mission Essential 
Task List (METL) missions. It also 
proved to be an effective tool for 
focu~ng lraj~ng resources tClMlfd 
specific MER task training. 

NVG maintenance, Com
manders Task List (CTL) eJEMOop
ment, and un~ environmental train
ing programs have been FY 91 
areas 01 interest showing marked 
improvement during the FY. 
USAAVNC MSG 221530ZMAR91 
consdidated aJl NVG maintenarce 
message traffic and eliminated 
marry cor1licting and cortusing re
quirements. Although unit level 
NVG maintenance has shoon 
great improvement, Direct Support 
and General Support mainte
nance still poses a challenge. We 
intend to continue our NVG 
maintenance emphasis in FY 92. 
Command development of CfLs 
based on the unit METL was an 
additional program strength. The 
METL defines important tasks, 
which the commander's task list 
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then translates into training re
quirements. Increased interest in 
environmental training during FY 
91 resuned in a proleratioo ci pro
grams. Great programs 'Nere 
no1ed at FI. CillSOn, CO and at the 
National Guard Bureau's High 
Attitude training site. 

The "Areas eX Interest" letter for 
FY 92 vvas published on 1 Oc
tober 1991. Additional copies are 
available upon request (OSN 
558-3504). Several areas repre
sent significant departures from 
previous years, and these nSIN 
functional areas represent addi
tions to our assessment 
methodology. 
Operation DESERT STORM 
taught us that our tactical ap
proach assessment must continue 
'Nith increased emphasis on Cf6IN 

capabilities. Individual aviator 
capabilities remain an important 
element to gauge program effec
tiveness in the instructor arena, but 
crSIN performance has proven to 
be the bridge between individual 
qualification and METL 
capabilities. 

For FY 92, the DES team has 
added a fourth element of 
assessment- .Aeromedical. This 
eIooient complerner;s the existing 
areas of aviator standardization, 
maintenarce test pilot standardiza
tion, and air traffic control. This 
neN element will assess unit avia
tion medicine programs in the 
areas of clinical and non-clinical 
support to the aviation communi
ty. Early returns indicate great 
benefits in these areas. 

Nonrated cr6lNlT1ember pro
grams will also receive greater 
(DES - continued on p. 58) 

MAJ(p) Carroll Is Chief. Aight Stan
dardization Division, Directorate of 
Evaluation and Standardization, Ft. 
Rucker, AL 
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FROM THE FIELD 

OPERATIONS: 

1~IJ~XIlIIl~I'I'Y 
BY COLONEL E.E. WHITEHEAD AND 

CAPTAIN MICHAEL D. LUNDY 

GIEBELSTADT, GERMANY -
Flexibility has been the watch
word for the "Wings of the 
Marne" Brigade this year. With 
operational commitments in 
Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Southern 
and Northern Iraq, Cyprus, and 
Germany, we have adapted and 
excelled as only an Arrrry Aviation 
Brigade can. 

With the onset of Operation 
DESERT SHIELD, we were task· 
ed to send the OH-S80 Kiowa 

COL Whitehead Is Commander, 4th 
Aviation Brigade, 3d Infantry Divi
s ion , USAREUR, Glebelstadt, 
Germany. 

, . 
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Warrior platoon to support the 
2nd ACR. The platoon deployed 
in early December and quickly 
integrated into the Regimental 
Order of Battle. The OH-580s 
added a much-needed recon
naissance and fire support 
capability to the Regiment. The 
platoon proved its worth by firing 
over one-third of all the 2nd 
ACR's artillery missions during 
the Regiment's movement to 
contact forward of the VII Corps. 

Also, as a result of 
deployments to DESERT 
SHIELD, the Assault Company 
(Hl3rd Aviation) was tasked to 
support the Beirut Embassy. The 

mission called for NVG/overwaler 
trained cram to fly daily supply 
missions into the embassy com
pound. Hotel Company sup
ported the mission with 25 per
sonnel and four UH-60s from the 
Island of Cyprus. 

As DESERT STORM came 10 
a successful conclusion, v¥urld at
tention quickly focused on the 
Kurdish plight in Iraq. Operation 
PROVIDE COMFORT was 10 
quickly become the largest 
humanitarian relief effort in history. 
Armed Forces from twelve na
tions along with numerous private 
organizations began the arduous 
task of saving the Kurdish 
refugees. On 16 April, the 
Brigade was alerted for im
mediate deployment to Northern 
Iraq. We 'Nere to become the air 
component for Joint Task Force 

CPT Lundy Is OH-580 Platoon 
Leader/CBTF Executive Officer, 4th 
Aviation Brigade, 3d Infantry Divi
sion, Glebelstadt, Germany. 

Len III Right - CPr Mlchiel Lundy. COL' E E. ·Whltehead. Ilt John Kidder. Allied 
Commander. Pholll takin at Sirsenk Alrtleld. Iraq wll~ local Posh Mertle Leiders 
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Bravo, one of two Joint Task 
Forces formed to provide 
humanitarian relief and reloca
tion of the refugees. It was ap
parent the "Wings of the Marne" 
soldiers were going to playa 
major role in the operation. 

Between 17 and 24 April, the 
Brigade conducted two self
deployments. Initially, six 
UH-60s sell-deployed from Ger
many to Diyarbikir, Turkey. 
Upon arrival four days later, they 
immediately began flying 
humanitarian relief missions. On 
24 April, 18 AH·64s and three 
UH-60s began the farthest self
deployment of an Apache bat
talion in history. The deployment 
covered over 3 ,000 miles 
through five countries in four 
days. It marked a significant 
milestone in Army Aviation 
history and proved Army Avia
tion can project power on a 
global basis. 

As the AH-64s arrived in 
Zahko, Iraq, the Brigade began 
conducting armed recon
naissance missions in support of 
the Coalition Ground Forces. 
The objective was to clear a 
2,500 square mile security zone 
in Northern Iraq, which would 
facilitate the resettlement of the 
Kurds back to their homes. The 
zone was quickly cleared with 
no major incidents. 

In addition to operational mis
sions, the Brigade took advan
tage of the outstanding training 
environment. We conducted 
CSAR missions with the Navy 
SEALs, CASlJAA T missions with 
the Air Force and Navy, along 
with numerous air insertion mis
sions utilizing the Coalition Infan
try Forces during the quick reac-
tion drills. • 

With the successful resettle
ment of the Kurds to their 
homes, the Brigade assumed a 
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new mission. The two previous 
Joint Task Forces were deac
tivated, and a new Combined 
Brigade Task Force was formed 
on the Brigade Headquarters. 
The CaTF became a 3,000 
man, Coalitionllnterservice Task 
Force composed of the "Wings 
of the Marne" Brigade, six Coali
tion Infantry Companies, and a 
Forward Support Battalion. The 
mission was unchanged. The 
CBTF continued to perform 
security and humanitarian relief 
in Northern Iraq. 

At the conclusion of opera
tions in early October, the 
Brigade had flown in excess of 
12,000 hours in less than six 
months. In addition, the Brigade 
successfully integrated six Coali
tion Infantry Companies and 
formed a Forward Support Bat
talion, capable of sustaining and 
maintaining the Task Force. 

As tpe year ended, the 
Brigade was faced with another 
challenge. We were declared a 
CFE unit and the headquarters 
is currently relocating to Ft. 
Bragg, NC. 

This year has been a fitting 
conclusion for the "Wings of the 
Marne" Brigade. As we transttion 
to becoming Airborne aviators, 
we're sure next year's watdl'W'Ord 
will remain " flexibility. " 

Wings of the Marne! 11111 

DES 
(continued from page 56) 

visibility during FY 92. As critical 
members of the creN, this increas
ed emphasis is viewed as a 
logical progression toward the 
desired end state of trained and 
combat-ready aircr8'NS capatk of 
performing the unit METL 
missions. 

If you need assistance, don't 
hesitate to call DES (DSN 
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558-3504). Every month the dirs(> 
torate fields literally hundreds of 
calls for technical evaluation, 
assistance, or subject matter ex
pertise support. The knO\ovledge 
and experience of our team is 
always availatk. Don't be surpris
ed when our next visit takes the 
new approach discussed above. 
Copies of our checklists (used 
during all visits) are availatie upon 
request. We are truly coming to 
help you- the members of our 
Aviation Branch. 11111 
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FROM THE FIELD 

PERSONNEL: 

NON)II~J)J(~lll. 
llel'IONS 

BY CAPTAIN SAMUEL D. TORREY 

ALEXANDRIA, VA - In the 
February 1991 issue of ARMY 
AVIATION Magazine, we stated 
that there were two actions that 
should be extremely important to 
all aviators and flight surgeons 
since they affect our entitlement 
to receive and accept Aviation 
Career Incentive Pay (ACIP). 
They are medical and nonmedi
cal actions. In thai article we 
discussed medical actions: tern· 
porary suspensions, disqualifica
tions, and requalifications. In this 
article I will discuss nonmedical 
actions: temporary suspensions, 
disqualifications not resulting 
from Rying Evaluation Board 
(FEB) actions, and requal'K:ation. 
A thorough discussion can be 
found in Chapters 3 and 4, AR 
600-105, Aviation Service of 
Rated Army Officers. 

Although this office serves as 
the final approval authority for 
voluntary disqualification and re
qualification actions for active Ar
my and USAR aviators, we do 
not serve as the final approval 
authority for FEBs. The general 
court-martial convening authori
ty is the approving authority for 
FEBs. We selVe as the final 
repository for the original approv
ed board actions and execute 
the directives of the approving 
authorities. 

Temporary suspension is re
quired if a commander intends to 
request an FEB, Any com-

ARMY 
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mander in the chain of command 
may impose a nonmedical 
suspension up to 30 days. 
Separate battalion commanders, 
brigade commanders, and 
above have the authority to tem· 
porarily suspend officers up to 
180 days. Suspensions will never 
be ordered as a disciplinary ac
tion, but for example, for one or 
more of the following conditions: 
lack of proficiency--to include 
failure to meet Annual Proficien· 
cy Readiness and Test (APARl) 
requirements, flagrant violation 01 
flying regulations, undesirable 
habits or character traits, and in
sufficient motivation. The com
mander is also required to notify 
the officer and the local finance 
office in writing to terminate ACIP. 
Commanders authorized to im
pose the suspension may 
remove the suspension and 
restore the aviator to aviation ser
vice and restart ACIP. 

Disqualifications 
If the temporary suspension 

exceeds 180 consecutive days 
the officer is no longer profes· 
sionally qualified for aviation ser
vice and is disqualified. This 
results in the following: 
• Termination of ACIP 
• Termination of authority to pilot 
Army aircraft 

CPT Torrey Is an Aviation Mgt Of
ficer, Officer Distribution Division, 
PERSCOM, Alexandria, VA. 
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• Termination of Total Opera
tional Flying Duty Cred' (TOFDC) 
• Termination of time creditable 
towards aeronautical ratings 
• Potential branch transler or 
functional area single tracking 
when applicable 

For flight surgeons disqualnica
tion results in termination of: 
• Duty as a flight surgeon or 
practice of aviation medicine 
• Time creditable towards 
aeronautical ratings. 

There are three kinds of non
medical disqualifications: FEB, 
voluntary, and branch transfer or 
functional area single track. 

Voluntary 
I will not discuss FEBs in this 

article, Chapter 4, AR 600-105 
provides detailed information 
regarding FEBs. Officers may re
quest voluntary disqualification 
with waivers of FEB 'Nilen the ac
tions are clearly in the best in
terest of the Army. These re
quests are submitted through the 
chain of command to PERSCOM 
(T APC·OPO-O) on OA Form 
4187 and must clearly show 
beyond a reasonable doubt that 
an FEB would recommend dis
qualification. If we approve it, 
they will be permanently dis
qualified from aviation service. 
We will publish orders with an ef
fective date of the day the officer 
signed the DA Form 4187 re
questing disqualification. 

The other nonmedical dis
qualification resu~s frem an offICer 
branch transferring or single track
ing in a functional area, whether 
voluntarily or involuntarily. 

Requallfication 
OffKOefS can request requalb· 

lion and restoration to aviation ser
(Action. - contined on p. 61) 
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F ROM T HE FIELD 

TESTING: 

1-\ l'Ill'I'ION 
'l'I~(;I1NU;llI~ 'l'I~S'I'IN(J 

BY COLONEL JOHN F. HAGEN 

FORT RUCKER, AL - What 
are systems testing, airworthiness 
testing, lead-the-f1eet testing, and 
icing testing? They are each a 
form of technical testing con
ducted by the U.S. Army Aviation 
Technical Test Center on pro
totype or production aircraft. 

In essence, technical testing 
provides data to measure 
technical performance or 
capability of an airc raft against 
contract specifications, re
quirements stated in a re
quirements document, airwor
thiness requirements, or other 
technical objectives. More simp
ly stated, technical testing 
validates that an aircraft meets ijs 
technical requirements. Technical 
tests are designed to expose the 
aircraft to stress levels represen
tative of the operational environ
ment and to the limits of the 
operational envelope. 

The U.S. Army Test and 
Evaluation Command (TECOM), 
a major subordinate command of 
the U.S. Army Materiel Com
mand, is the primary technical 
tester for the Army. At nine test 
centers located throughout the 
Unijed States, TECOM conducts 
technical testing on Army equip
ment ranging from combat 
uniforms to aircraft. 

Technical testing of aircraft is 
the special expertise of the U.S. 
Army Aviation Technical Test 
Center (A TIC). Headquartered at 

Ft. Rucker, AL, A TIC pians, c0n

ducts, analyzes, and reports on 
technical tests of Army aircraft 
and associated systems. In ad
dition, ATIC provides aircraft 
testing and test support to 
customers both in and outside 
the Army. Regardless of 
customer, all testing conducted 
by A TIC is overseen by TECOM 
headquarters. 

The principal customers of 
ATIC are, naturally, the Program 
Executive Office (PEO), Aviation 
and the U.S. Army Aviation 
Systems Command (AVSCOM). 
Currently, A TIC is planning for or 
conducting tests on every major 
aircraft system within the PEO. 
Every Army aircraft in current 
operational use has undergone 
testing by A TIC. 

Technical test capabilities at 
ATTC include systems testing, 
airworthiness testing, lead-the
fleet testing, and icing testing. 
Testing is conducted by a team 
of highly skilled test pilots and ex
perienced test engineers and 
technicians. 

Systems testing is a primary 

COL Hagen is 
Commander, 
U.S. Anny 
Aviation 
Technical Test 
Center, 
Ft. Rucker, AL. 
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function of ATIC's Flighl Systems 
Test Division at Ft. Rucker. 
Systems which A TIC tests in
clude weapons, aircrew life sup
port equipment, aircraft sur
vivability equipment, and integral 
aircraft components. Systems 
testing fcx::uses on system perter
manee and integration of the 
system into the aircraft. In con
ducting systems testing, A TIC 
documents the technical 
characteristics of the system, 
assesses the impact of the 
system on the overall operation 
of the aircraft. and evaluates the 
reliability, maintainability, logistics 
supportability, human factors 
design, and system safety 
characteristics of the system. 
Some examples of systems 
which have recently been tested 
by ATIC are Air-Ta-Air Stinger 
(ATAS), aircrew integrated 
h"mel, AN/AVR-2Iaser detecting 
set, and UH-60 pitch-change-link 
rod-end bearings. 

Airworthiness testing is con
ducted by ATIC's Airworthiness 
Qualification Test Directorate 
(AQTO) at Edwards AFB, CA 
This type of specialized testing is 
performed by trained engineering 
test pilots on highly instrumented 
aircraft. Airworthiness testing 
focuses on the aircraft's flight 
characteristics' and performance 
throughout its flight envelope in 
such areas as level flight, hover, 
climbs, descents, and maneuvers. 
Recently, ATTC has performed 
airworthiness testing on MH-60K, 
MH-47E, and OH-580 ';rcraft. 
A TIC maintains ful~jnstrumented 
UH-60A, AH·64A, UH-l H, and 
AH-1 F aircraft at Edwards. These 
aircraft are available to quickly res
pord to AVSCOM's requirements 
for safety-ai-flight related ,;rworthf 
ness testing. 

A RMY 
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Lead-the-fleet testing, con
ducted at Ft. Rucker, provides 
Reliability, Availability, and Main
tainability (RAM) data on aircraft 
at flying hour rates greater than 
that which occurs in operational 
units. Flight profiles are controll
ed and repetitive. They are 
established on the basis of pro
jected field usage in terms of 
fl ight maneuvers and loads. 
Lead-the·fleet testing provides 
an early indication of main
tenance problems and assess
ment of proposed solutions. It 
also provides a means of " pig
gybacking" separate tests to 
avoid costs that would be ac· 
crued if individual aircraft were 
used for each test. Currently, the 
CH-47D, UH-60A, UH-60L, 
AH-64A, UH-1H, AH-1S, and 
OH·58C are in lead-the-fleet 
testing. 

Icing lesting is conducted off· 
site al Duluth, MN. Weather can· 

ditions during the months of 
November to March in this area 
are ideally suited for this type 01 
testing. The manner in which ice 
accumulates on the aircraft in 
flight is documented, and the 
functional characteristics of anti· 
icing and deicing equipment are 
evaluated. Testing is performed 
in either artificial or natural icing 
conditions. Artificial icing condi
tions are generated by A TTC's 
Helicopter Icing Spray System 
(H ISS) which is carried in a 
CH·47D helicopter. This type of 
testing provides the data re
quired by AVSCOM to release 
Army aircraft for flight in icing 
conditions. 

Testing at ATTC in 1992 will 
continue to be challenging. 
Systems testing and lead-the· 
lleet testing \Nill be conducted on 
the armed OH-580 . The 
AH/MH-6N will undergo airwor
thiness testing. Icing testing will 

be performed on the RC-12K. 
These tests, and planning for 
future testing of the RAH-66 
Comanche, will provide A TTC 
the opportunity to continue 
demonstrating its technical 
testing competence for Army 
Aviation and to ' 'Test Above the 
Best. " 11111 

Actions 
(continued f rom page 59) 

vice provided they were not per
manently disqualified as a resu lt 
of an FEB or requested volun
tary disqualification with waiver 
of an FEB. Officers may request 
requalification by submitting a 
DA Form 4187 through com
mand channels to PERSCOM 
(T APC-OPO-O). PERSCOM is 
the decision authority for ra
qualification and the decision is 
based on the needs of the Ar
my at the time of the request. 1II1I 

1+1 III 8'*'W,g$ 14~e 111(1)"'9m I I liR 
The following information is provided by the U.S. Army Aviation Center at ft. Rucker, Al: 

Initial Courses: 
Class 90-23 UH-1 Trnck (2!1/5191): 2lT David P. lewis, 
Dis!. Grnd; 2lT John I Millen, Honor Grnd. 
Class 90-23 UH-1 Trnck (2915191): WO Scott G_ Curtis, 
Dist. Grad; WO Theodore E_ Blackwood, Honor Grad. 
Class 90·23 OH-58 Trnck (2915191): CPT Kendal K. 
Weidinger. Dist_ Grad; 2LT Shawn D. Jones, Honor Grad_ 
Class 90-22 UH-liO liack (2!!/5/!11): WJ Charles K. BIUMl, 
Dist_ Grad_ 
Class 90-21 AH-l1ack (2!!/5/!11): 2IJ AntI10ny l __ , 
Dis!. Grnd; llT Joseph M_ Lyles, Jr, Honor Grad_ 
Class 90-21 AH-1 Track (2!!/5/!11): WJ St.ewanJ B. Crooke, 
Ois!. Grnd. 
Class 91-10 UH-1 Trnck (1111/91): CPT Christopher A. 
Joslin, Oist. Grad. 
Class 91-10 UH-1 Trnck (1/11/91): . WO lawrence G. 
Micklus, Dist. Grad; WOs David G. Zumbach, Jason l. 

Garf, Honor Grads. 
Class 91-10 OH-58 Track ~m/91) : WJ James a Skillman, 
Jr, Dist. Grad; WOs John R. Yager. Marl< J. Jurek, Honor 
Grads. 
Class 91-9 UH-liO liack (1/11/91): 1LT Matth"" E. Mattner. 
Dist. Grad. 
Cl'ss 91-9 UH-60 Track (1N1/91): WO Daniel R. Christ, 
Dis!. Grad. 
Class 91-8 AH-1 Track (1N1/91): WJ Daniel E. Templeton, 
Dist_ Grad_ 
Class 91·12 UH-1 Trnck (4/12/91): 2lT Julie A. Eberle, 
Oist_ Grad. 
Class 91·12 UH-1 Track (4/12/91): WO Thomas W. 
BamfonJ, Dis!_ Grad; WOs Nathan C_ Wriston and Jeffrey 
J_ Groke, Honor Grads. 
Class 91·12 OH-58 Trnck (4/12/91): 2LT Thomas C. Kelley, 
til , Dist. Grad. 

ARMY 
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FROM THE FIELD 

OPERATIONS: 

1\1) lU~III~S IN 'I'III~ 
"Tllll ON I)JUJC,S 

BY LIEUTENANT COLONEL JAMES E. SIMMONS 

FORT HOOD, TX - The 3rd 
Squadron, 6th Cavalry Regiment, 
6th Cavalry Brigade recently 
completed a 21 day operation in 
support of the United States 
Border Patrol. The mission, nam
ed Operation BUSH HOG, saw 
the first use of the AH-64A in a 
drug interdiction role. 

area reconnaissance; screen, 
guard, and cover missions; 
movement to contact, hasty and 
deliberate attacks in support of 
close operations; and deep at
tacks to support III Corps deep 
operations. Many of the unit Mis
sion Essential Task List (METL) 
training requirements were met in 
accomplishing Operation BUSH 
HOG. 

Planning for Operation BUSH 
HOG began in late July when the 
United States Border Patrol , 
Laredo sector, requested United 
States Army Forward Looking In
frared (FUR) support to assist 
their agents in the interdiction of 
illegal narcotics entering the 

United States. The request was 
coordinated through Project 
Alliance in Ef Paso. TX. Project 
Alliance is a central coordinating 
agency for Drug Law Enforce.
ment Agencies (OLEA) that staffs 
requests for military support. Pro
ject Alliance passed the request 
to JTF-6 in late July. 

JTF-6 is a joint headquarters 
located at Ft. Bliss, TX to coor
dinate the employment of U.S. 
Military Forces in support of the 
President's War on Drugs along 
the southern border of the United 
States. 

Once the 6th Cavalry Brigade 
received the mission, direct coor
dination was authorized between 
the staff at JTF-6, the USBP 
Laredo, and 3-6 Cav. Principal 
planning for the operation was 
conducted by MAJ Mike Hart
man, the Squadron S-3, and 
Agent Don Teeple of the USBP, 
Laredo. The Joint Operations 
Order and Memorandum of 
Understanding for the operation 
was signed in Laredo on 30 

BUSH HOG, coordinated 
through Joint Task Force 6 
(JTF-6) and Project Alliance, was 
designed to interdict illegal drugs 
from entering the southern coun
ties of Texas in the vicinity of 
Laredo. The operation resulted in 
the seiZure of 400 pounds of il
legal drugs, five automobiles, 
and the apprehension of some 
400 illegal aliens attempting to 
enter the United States. TASK ORGANIZATION 

The 3rd Squadron, 6th Cavalry 
is an AH-64A-equipped attack 
helicopter squadron stationed at 
Ft. Hood, TX. 3-6 Cav is equip
ped with 18 AH-64A Apaches, 
13 OH-58C Kiowas, and three 
UH-60A Black Hawks. The 
squadron routinely practices 
combat operations in support of 
III and its subordinate divi
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lone, route, and 

LTC Simmons 
Is Commander, 
3rd Squadron, 
6th Cay Regt, 
6th Cay Bde, 
Ft. Hood, TX. 
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August by the Squadron com· 
mander, Chief USBP Laredo, 
Operation Alliance, and JTF-6. 

The Squadron's mission was 
execution of day and night 
reconnaissance operations in 
the vicinity of known smuggling 
points in Dimmit, Webb, Zapata, 
and Duval counties, TX. 3-6 was 
asked to assist in the detection 
and monitoring of smuggling ac· 
livity in the vicinity of border 
patrol check points and to report 
those activities to Border Patrol 
agents. 

To accomplish the drug inter· 
diction mission and two other im· 
portan! operations (REFORGER 
and OH-S8 support to the 3rd 
Armored Cavalry Regiment), the 
Squadron task organized. The 
headquarters consisted of a 
command group, led by MAJ 
Bill Pardue, S-1 led by 2L T Jeff 
Rich, S-3 led by MAJ Hartman, 
S-4 led by CPT Dallas Moore, a 
communication section led by 
SFC Henderson, and a support 
plaloon led by SFC Hall The 
major maneuver elements of the 
Task Force were built around A 
Troop, led by CPT Dan Selph, 
and C Troop, commanded by 
CPT Roger Raney. AVUM 
maintenance was provided by D 
Troop, led by CW2 Jimmy 
Evans (See Figure 1). 

The concept of the operation 
called for two troops to conduct 
multiple zone reconnaissance at 
night, using FUR to detect in
dividuals and vehicles attemp
ting to evade U.S. Border Patrol 
stations 15to 20 miles from the 
U.S.lMexican border (see Figure 
2). Because the maneuver 
boxes for the operation were 
located a minimum of 20 flying 
minutes from the Forward 
Assembly Area (FAA Pig), Ihe ' 
Squadron outfitted nine 
AH-64As with two 230 gallon 
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wing tanks each. This gave the 
crews better than four hours of 
stalion lime. This exira station 
time greatly increased mission 
flexibility and actually reduced 
total flight hours by allowing 
more time in the maneuver area 
and less flight time enmute to 
and from refueling. 

Once the Squadron arrived in 
its designated maneuver box, 
they conducted normal zone 
reconnaissance operations. As 
targets were detected, mission 
commanders informed the 
Border Patrol Agents of target 
locations. The Border Patrol was 
responsible for all apprehen· 
sions. Since this was the first use 
of the AH-64A in the drug inter
diction role, a great deal 01 
coordination was conducted 
with the legal staff at JTF-6, Pro
ject Alliance, and the Border 
Patrol ensuring aircraft were be-

ing employed in accordance 
with U.S. laws and appropriate 
regulations. Considerable effort 
was also expended in ensuring 
our operations did not offend the 
government of Mexico. 

The mission was successful. 
The Squadron flew in excess of 
400 hours while meeting or ex
ceeding DA requirements for 
operational readiness rates. The 
Squadron flew 98% of those 
hours under night vision systems 
or night vision goggles and can· 
tinually detected targets without 
being detected themselves. 

The training and procedures 
established by the Border Patrol 
and the 3rd Squadron were ef· 
fective and can be applied to 
future operations. The 3rd 
Squadron, 6th Cavalry, is proud 
to have contributed to the na· 
tion's "War on Drugs". 11111 
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FROM THE FIELD 

SAFETY: 

1-212'.'11 sin's 
Slll~I~'.'Y S'.'llNnlllU) 

BY LIEUTENANT COLONEL HAROLD S. BARRED 

FORT RUCKER, AL - The 1 st 
Battalion, 212th Aviation recent
ly reached an impressive 
milestone, attaining 100,()(X) con
secutive hours of accident-free 
flight. In one of his final acts as 
Commanding General of the 
Aviation Center at Ft. Rucker, AL, 
MG Rudotph Ostovich , III 
recognized this outstanding 
achievement by presenting the 
battalion with a certificate com
memorating the event in a 
ceremony held at Lowe Army 
Heliport on 17 July 1991. As 
Commander, I accepted the 
award on the battalion's behalf, 
which accomplished this feat 
from November 1989 to June 
1991. 
Spea~ng to a contingent 01 the 

battalion's aviators and members 
of the local press, MG Ostovich 
praised the 1-212th for its safety 
record, specifically noting that vir
tually all of it was built while fly
ing in some of the riskiest possi
ble flight modes. The 1·212th 
mission is to train Initial Entry 
Rotary Wing (IERW) student 
pilots and to conduct UH·1 in
structor pilot training. Based at 
Lowe AHP (properly billed as the 
"World's Busiest Heliport"), the 
battalion continually operates on 
a round-the-clock basis, flying ap
proximately 300 hours in a 
24-hour cycle, or about 10% of 
the entire Army total for the same 
period. The Battalion's IPs 

regularly teach emergency pro
cedure training, terrain flight skins, 
night flying and night vision gog
gle qualification, and advanced 
combat skills. to include rappell
ing, slingloads, and mUlti-ship 
operations. 

This sort of accomplishment 
was particularly satisfying to the 
soldiers, as every member of the 
unit was a contributor. The 
record was not gained without 
some extraordinary effort and a 
few harrowing experiences, 
however, as there have been 

LTC Barrett is 
Commander, 
1st Battalion, 
212th Aviation 
Regiment, 
Ft. Rucker, AL. 
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numerous in-flight 
emergencies. 

Two IPs have been nominated 
for Broken Wing awards during 
this time frame; one involving a 
night engine failure was recently 
approved, while the other is still 
pending. 

The last accident involving a 
1-212th aircraft occurred with two 
solo students on board (neither 
was injured, except for their 
pride). Prior to that incident, the 
battalions had amassed an Army 
record of over 296,<XXJ accident
free flight hours. 

With that historical example in 
mind, the 1·212th continues to 
administer quality flight training to 
future aviators in the safest man
ner possible, adding to its own 
remarkable record on a daily 
basis. 11111 
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HOW DO YOU MAKE THE STANDARD 
IN TACTICAL HF EVEN BETTER? 

From Operation Just Cause to Operation Desert 
Storm, the U ,S, Anny'has used our off-the-shelf 
HF radio to meet its long-distance and NOE commu
nications needs: 

The Bendix/King AN/ARC-I99, 
In fact , the AN/ARC-I99 has seen action in a 

number of installations. ranging from front-line 
tactical helicopters and CINe Hawk airborne com
mand centers, to flight following and air traffic 
control operations. 

And combat enhancements to the AN/ARC-I99 
conti nue, including easy-t~-use menu-driven soft
ware and a one-button-operation control display unit 
to minimize head-down input. In recent combat 
evaluations at Lakehurst, NJ, and Fort Rucker, AL, 
the AN/ARC-I99 demonstrated its Automatic Link 
Establishment (ALE), digital burst modem and 
frequency-hopping ECCM capabilities- an 
unprecedented level of penormance to bring to 
battlefteld communications. 

Engineered to operate through the standard 
1553 military avionics bus and designed to interface 
with all Army-specified modems·and communica
tions equipment, the AN/ARC-1 99 is easy 10 install 

and easy to use. Available at a fraction of the cost 
of other units, the AN/ARC-I99 is an established 
interservice standard for off-the-shelf H F. And an 
Engineering Change Proposal has already been 
submitted to upgrade production radios with the 
new combat enhancements. 

Currently in service with the U.S. Army and 
Navy on seven different rotary and ftxed-wing air
craft types, including EA-6Bs and VIP VH-3s, the 
AN/ARC-I99 has also been selected forthe USMC 
OV-lO and follow-on vertical lift requirements . 
And a variant of theAN/ARC-I 99, the ARC-200, is 
flying in the USAF F-16 ADF, as well as in export 
versions of the F/A-IB, 

So, for tactical HF penormance that's on 
the mark, start with tbe off-the-shelf leader from 
Bendix/King, 

To learn more, call or write: 

BENDIXIKING 
Government Programs Department 
400 North Rogers Road, Olathe, KS 66062-1212 
FAX 913-791-1305 Tctephone (913) 782-0400, Ext. 2484 

~lIied 
Signal Aerospace 



WSSM 
continued from page 6 

the solution is delivered a week after the 
decision must be made (or the ship sails 
from port). DraINing from Sun Tzu, "K/lO'N 
yuur enemy and know yourself, and in 1,000 
battles you will never be in peril," -we had to 
have good logistics intertigence to support 
OUf forward focused decision process. 

In our case, the "enemy" was the 
environment; the' 'enemy" was the antici
pated usage rates, the projected failures, 
the estimates of combat damage. We CQuid 
not allow the logistics system to fall behind 
the needs of the combat commanders. The 
logistics system had to be transparent, 
seamless, and never an issue in the com
bat operations. 

Once we "peaked" the WSSM and the 
matrix team, we had to set up a system to 
get the required intelligence so the WSSMs 
CQuid make good, proactive decisions and 
anticipate requirements for each weapon 
system in-theater. 

Unit Readiness 
Out walking point for the VVSSM and 

performing the "logistics reconnaissance" 
were the Logistics Assistance Represent
ative (LAR) and logistics Assistance Qfficer 
(LAO). These highly skilled technical 
experts deployed and lived with their 
supported units from Day 1. Their mission? 
Unit readiness. As a result of their "bumper 
number"/customer focus and their direct 
link back to the AMC Commodity 
Commands (initially using existing phone 
lines and later via dedicated satellite 
circuits), we had real-time data on the 
readiness trends in-theater-what was 
failing, what field expedient fixes were 
working, and some good guesses as to 
what would go wrong (or right) next. 

Based on the feedback through the 
logistics assistance channels, as well as 
proactive decisionmaking. the WSSM was 
able to assemble and deploy the right mix 
of technical experts, diagnostic equipment, 
and c ritical repair parts to the Gulf as part 
of the various Special Repair Activities: For 

example, when we began experiencing 
sand-induced problems with the Apache 
armament system, AVSCOM coordinated 
with DESCOM to get a team from Corpus 
Christi Army Depot (CCAD) on the ground 
to work the solution. Likewise, AVSCOM 
anticipated problems with the pilot night 
vision system given previous failure 
experience, and ensured that the right mix 
of technical experts from Martin Marietta 
deployed to the Special Repair Activity. 

The Support Group 
The LAR/LAO were good for intelligence 

and advice, but there are some problems 
that need more resources to solve. This is 
where the next member of the team played 
a c ritical role. The U.S. Army Support 
Group was created and manned by almost 
3,000 AMC and Contractor personnel. The 
creation of the Support Group provided a 
field structure that would support and 
sustain the movement of diagnostic and 
repair expertise into theater. This gave us 
the ability to quickly repair and return to 
duty critical equipment in addition to 
putting the technicians on the ground 
where they could see what was happening; 
to be additional eyes and ears for the 
WSSM. As a result of this linkage, these 
experts provided exceptionally good 
projections of problems and requirements. 

The result? Anticipation of failures, repair 
parts requirements, and the push of high
priority requisitions directly from the "factory 
to the foxhole" via Desert Express. The 
readiness rates we experienced in the Gu~ 
'Nere above expectations; running around 
95% for ground and 80-85% for air systems. 

Based on our experience and success in 
meeting one of the toughest logistics chal
lenges ever posed, we are comfortable 'Nith 
the WSSM system and unden)<ng philosophy. 
The management structure has been refined, 
responsibilities are completely understood, 
and the emphasis is where it should have 
been all along-sustain the system, not fix 
the "eaches". Team Apache, Team Black 
H8\oVk, Team Kiowa warrior, and Team 
Comanche take the field fNery day, 24 hours, 
to support our Aviation units in maintaining 
readiness for the next DESERT STORM! 11111 
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The Source Environmentally 

For over 15 years, has been wCKking with leading applOved for use as a I reducible primer in 
manufacturers in the aerospace industry 10 provide them with the comll1efciat sector. i such as this have been used in 
more effective environmentally sensitive coatings. Recently, military applications since 1979, and have helped prevent the 
Boeing Commercial Airplane Group decided to put Dell's high release 01 over 100 tons 01 solvent into the environment each 
pertormance, low vac, (2.BlbS/gal) water reducible primer to the year. Dell coatings: performing at Boeing, and qualilied to meet 
test. The results? Defrs specially formulated (Boeing spec many military aerospace and industrial applications. Come join 
BMS-lo-tt) Skydrol· resistant primer met requirements and was us, and help share the vision 01 clean air loday and tomorrow. 

, DEFT) Coatings- Share the Vision. TM 
17451 Von Karman Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714·6295 474-7269 

I I I II II I I I I I ."ijijIN'~ I I I I I I I I I I I I 
The Army Presidential Flight ASSOCiation will 
be holding their 4th biannual reunion at Ft. Rucker, 
AL, 11 -14 June 1992. For additional information 
can call Bob auearry at (205) 347-0310, or write 
to: 202 Coral Way, Enterprise, AL 36330. 

SoIcfters of the 159th Aviation Regiment. station
ed at Simmons Army Airfield, NC, brought 
Christmas a little ear1y to the needy children of San
ford, NC. The soldiers spent several hours wrap
ping presents for the youngsters, and on 13 
December 1991 , flew a CH-47D Chinook to 
Kiwanis Park in Sanford to distritute the gifts. After 
all the presents were distributed, the town's 
residents were invited to inspect the aircraft. 

A lightweight. battery-operated laser detector, 
designed to protect troops on the battlefield from 
possible anack by laser-guided weapons from 
friendly aircraft, is now in its final development 
phase at Hughes Aircraft Company's Santa 
Barbara Research Center. 'The high-sensitivity 
laser sensor, containing a single detection chan
nel, is intended for high-reliability performance 

under battlefield conditions. It can sense the 
presence of a laser beam coming from anywhere 
within its hemispherical field qf view, and activate 
transmission of an RF or electro-optical beacon to 

I aircraft for identification 

i AVIIATIION 
Magazine incorrectly identified the recipients of the 
AirlSea Rescue Award. They are, from left to right. 
eW3 Scott Berner, awardee; MG Charles F. Drenz. 
Ret., AAAA National President; CW3 Julian 
Council, awardee; and Richard Murphey, District 
Manager, Lucas Aerospace. 
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50 YEAR50F 
ARMY AVIATION 

SHOT DOWN IN NORTH AFRICA! 

Less than five months after the birthday of Army Aviation on June 6, 1942, 
Army L·4 Cubs flew in their first combat missions in North Africa. Here 
COL John R. Bannister, USAR, Ret. (then a 2LT Artillery Liaison Pilot) tells 
about it: 

" / was assigned to the 3d Infantry Division and after staging at Camp Pickett, VA, we 
embarked on the USS Ancon from Norfolk and landed at Fide/a, French Morocco, on a 
small landing craft on November 8, 1942. 

I'd gone ashore as advance party to secure a landing sight for CPT Ford Allcorn and 
Lts. John Shell and Paul DeWitt, the Class P-l pilots who were to fly three L-4s off the deck 
of the USS Ranger and conduct artillery fire missions. 

By 0+ 1 I'd accomplished my mission and by Naval Shore Fire Control, J notified the 
aforesaid pilots to come ahead. They tried and tlvo got through with CPT Allcorn being bravely 
shot down by our own Navy. Though wounded, he swvived. 

After af/, a Piper L-4 screaming along at 65-70 mph at feast 1,000 feet up would scare 
the pants off the NaVy, not to mention three of them at once. 

Assuming J qualify because J was the first Army Aviator (L·Pilot, Class P-2) in combat (as 
far as the European Theater was concerned, i.e., November 8, 1942) albeit a footslogger 
on the beach landing, I'd like to be considered for membership in AAM's Cub Club." 

- from the files of AAAA Archivist Arthur H. Kesten -
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I Maintenance Challenge 
(continued from page 9) 

maintenarce units. Individually, failures 01 these 
various support systems can perhaps be 
CNercome. CoIlecti~ simultaneous failure eX 
these supporting systems, hot.€ver. represents 
a signifICant hindrance to effective 
maintenance These systems deserve renev.ed 
attention in the near term, so that future 
maintainers are not faced 'Nith these obstacles. 

AVIM and AVUM Un, Design suffered from 
two primary shortcomings - insufficient 
transportation to move all the assigned 
equipment around the battlefield, and 
insufficient numbers of critical specialties. If our 
doctrine calls for fighting 24 hours-a-day, we 
must staff and equip these organizations for 
24 hours-a-<Jay opef3tiom Additionally, the 
AVIMIAVUM support d the Armored CaV<3lry 
Regimert is largely inadequate In the past, 
these structures (and others) have been 
"salami sliced" as bill payers in the larger 
force design process. Efforts are nt::JN 
underway to ensure that future unit and force 
designs have a support structure adequate to 
sustain the predicted wartime OPTEMPOs. 

Experts at the Arrrf.t Aviation Warfoghting 
Center (A. Rucker and A. Eustis), AVSCOM, 
and across our industrial base continue to 
study the lessons from DESERT STORM. 
T'Nenty days in oombat can often teach more 
than 20 ~rs in garrison. We've got an 
unparalled opportunity at hand, the chance to 
apply these """""" tI1roughout our Arrrf.t. 
N8IN logistics doctrine. neN maintenance 
organizations, better materiel, all focused on 
the opportunity to increase our lethality, versa
tilITy, and depoyatilITy are on the way. Our 
charter must be to distill these lessons and 
continue the process of improvement through
out this decade The future d Army Aviation 
and the combined arms team is at stake. 11111 

Product Support 
(continued from page 12) 

Army Aviation team which made this happen: 
our leaders. flO'Tl Chief d Staff dcMIn, the 
green suit soldiers in the field, the first line 
aircfaff systems, all backed up and completely 
integrated with large scale contractor support. 

This combination overcame the challenges d 
the desert and conquered the Iraqi Army. The 
Arrrf.t A~ation team periQ(med brilliantly 
throughout the Gulf war 

We had OJer 650 contractors deployed to 
Southwest Asia, supporting Army Aviation. 
These men and 'NOIllen INare not confined to 
secure rear areas. They INare deployed 
throughout the depth and breadth of the 
theater and were critical to the success at the 
aviation mission. Our sddiers and these con
tractor personnel are the real heros of 
DESERT SHIELOiSTORM. 

The contractors, as \0\'811 as some 60 plus 
Department cl the Army dvilians and a 
number of military INSre employed in 
A'vSCOM's Theater Aviation Mainte~ 
Program (TAMP). You may recall that earlier in 
tI1is arid .. I touched on tI1e V<3Iue d _ 
ideas. The unparalleled success of A'vSCOM's 
TAMP in Saudi Arabia and the United Arab 
Emirates is a striking example d business as 
usual and quickly executing a smart concept 
v,OOn the time is right. 

The Army Science Board evaluated 
logistics support during Operations 
DESERT SHIELDISTORM and reported to 
me last October. In their report they openly 
state their "respect and admiration for the 
superb performance of the logistics com
munity during the Gulf war." They com· 
mend the "refreshingly innovative 
approaches to difficult maintenance 
problems", cite the TAMP as a primary 
example, and conclude that "the profes
sionalism of the Army's logisticians, 
uniformed and civilian, was evident and 
worthy of commendation:' 

We weathered the DESERT STORM in 
superb fashion. Weathering the storms that 
lie ahead will pose even greater challenges. 
The build down of the Army, budget 
reductions, a perception in the eyes of 
some that we may no longer have a major 
enemy, that national defense is not as 
important now that the Cold War is over. 
may prove to be much more of a challenge 
than the conflict in SWA. This year's sym
posium offers the opportunity to build upon 
the successes of our Gulf experience and to 
oork together t(Mla(ds solving the complex 
challenges that we face in the future 11111 
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High Resolution 
Airborne Video 
The V-30l It's the answer to a long-standing 
need for HIGH RESOLUTION airborne video 
recording. You no longer have to settle for 
marginal results when you need to record 
critical mission data. 

The V-301 (Military Designation RO-614/A) is 
an advanced Super VHS system designed for 
high-resolution, direct recording from HUD 
cameras, infrared sensors and multi·function 
displays on board a variety of military aircraft. 
In addition, PCM and MIL-STO-1553 data can 
also be recorded on the V-30l This versatile 
recorder is also finding broad application for 
ground vehicles, UAV, and surface /subsurface 
applications. 

The V-301 is light-weight, compact, and quali
fied to MIL-STO-Bl0D and 461C. It provides over 
400 lines of resolution in both color and black 

and white recording and is backward compatible 
to VHS. It offers two hours of recording, rewind 
and playback, three audio channels, high speed 
search, events marks, direct recording of RS-
343-A video (without the need for specialized 
additional scan conversion hardware), a 
comprehensive built·in test capability, and is 
compatible with both parallel and serial (RS422) 
interface. 

Contact us. We'll gladly arrange a demon
stration or provide information to meet your 
specific need. 

PHOTO-SONICS, INC. 
820S. Mor/posoSt., Burbank. CA 91506 
Phone 213-849-6251 or 818-842·2141 
Fox 818-842-2610. Te/ex 67-3205 
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First Three Lines: $60; Additional Lines: $20 per 
insertion. For further information, contact ARMY 
AVIATION, 49 Richmondville Avenue, Westport , cr 
06880 (Telephone: 203-226-8184; FAX: 203-222-9863). 

LoC:t3 ~~;~~/Slrllet Vlltlv •• O.n. P. Mr. 
2416 Fairview Lane 

Tucllon, lIZ 65711 Jonesboro, GA 30236 
Plllon. SI.v. M. 

Civilian ~ 8rldg. Slre.t. No. B 
Catthag" NY 13619 

Rud.clll" WIIII.m D. .1.lr, M.rk S. 
Roule 5, Box 137 2534 Calkins Road 
Lur.y, VA 22835 Gsrmanlown, TN 3a136 

WadI, Jimmy D. H. b .... r. D.vld P; 
Gen,r.' Dellwry 1506 Abltrd.,n Court 
Oak GfOYe, KY 42262 5t. Charlls, MO 63303 

M,rrlll , Mlch,,1 H. 

Enlisted T,xlS Instrum'ntl Inc. 
17490 Meand.,lng Way, 11901 
Dallas. TX 75252 

8e.:oc':: ~~~r 8't!(~E) Retired/Other APO lIP 96271 
Har,ll. ErIc J . SFC AmIck, Carl L •• J, CW4 182 Athley SII&81 Route 4, Box 430-A Fort Br~, NC 28301 Leesville, SC 29070 HOII.n~ rll W. SSO 

C~~~:I~~~~~~~I~ LTC 1410 tlca Slreel 
Plelnvl,w, TX 79072 Cent.rvllle. OH 45~59 

lA~,~n~r!b:;'fe Road Connors. H.ny L •• Jr MAJ 
HQ 291 8S8 Ro._II. OA 30015 CMR 424, 80. 881 

Pl8Pc~~n~: '~:; 5' Avn. APO AE 09184 
Unit 15557 Hull, Mlch .. , N, COL 

6510 Healhlr Brook Court APO AP &6205 McLean, VA 22101 Rockw.II, Scoll F. SGM Miller, Charle. C. CW4 402 Thor Sllee, 666 Trinidad Court WhIte SlndS, NM 86002 
Root , Roland W. SfC Sal,lItla 8aICh, FL 32937 

M~~~I~at~~ ~TA~~O SlIl F.vorwood Drive 
Miliella , GA 30060 

~~g~~:31~~, S~:e3;r~aV;l~ 
DACs Pe ... z. Edmundo Mr. 

170 De Chanlle, Apt 206 
.... nnar. On ... T. MI. San Anlonlo, TX 78201 

J~an:I:-t!~~~G6rrv: Publ. 
Peill. N .... lda I . MI. 

170 Da ChantlG, Apt. 208 
Harvn" AL 35749 San AntoniO. TX 78201 

N~:r~~~uth~M~aOM 
Robl lon, Pa ul I . COL 

1232-C Club Drive West 
AMXL .... c.e·8G D,llIY Beach, FL 33445 
Fort Blagg. NC 23801 YI9~PB:a9ob.~ rOOng Smith. airy L. Mr. 
113 Smokey Mountain Road So Cho Ku 
Seltner, FL 33584 Seoul Kore. 

CH-470 MAINTENANCE TRAINING -- Boeing Helicoptern 
is now offering a Total Maintenance Training Program at our 
lactory Training Center in Philadelphia, PA. Courses provide 
our CH·47 customers with a low· cost. responsive alternative 
for CH·47 sustainment update training. For a free catalDg and 
price listing, contact A. Neil. Boeing Helicopters, PO Box 
16858, MS P38-43, Philadelphia, PA 19142, (215) 591-8744. 

ELBIT 
1111 Jefferson Davis Hwy. 11803, Arlington, VA 22202 
State·ol·the·art avionics for helicopters. Head Up Displays 
• Moving Map Display • low Level light Sensors • 
Mission Computers • System Integration and Mission 
Performance Warranty 
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REW 
MEMBERS 

AlA ASSAULT CHAPTER 
FORT CAMPBELL, K't 

CPT Gary Adam~ 
SPC KannelM W. AtChison 
Mr Charles D. Baogell 
Ms Andrea BlanchDrd 
COO Paul J . Bosch 
CPT Slephen L Brown 
MI. JamBS Butle, 
CW2 Joseph e , Cambron 
Mr Ronald L Cannon 
Mr. l E Conard 
CSM Gary W. Crisp 
M. oen Curti. 
M~ ell Dewberry 
CPT Cl,hon L Dlekey 
hi, W,II8II1 E. Dove 
CWJ Brenl C. Driggers 
CPT Charles FIelds 
ILl Dean 0. Frlrn 
Ml Gelald A, Fornoff 
Mt GooIge R. Gragg 
CWo! Jeffrey W. GIIOO 
Mt Kent GrItty 
ILl George S. Hamooltee. III 
ILl O:w,d Hudak 
CW2 SlOphen W. JII.perlng 
Ml Robe" L. Klrkpalrlck 
Ml. W Lawson Mabry 
CW2 Thomas Miller II 
CW2 Gordon L. Morey, Jr. 
Mt John N&Ubauer 
Mr. Jun Ntl'M::omb 
Dr Wade A Northington 
CW2 Ned 0 Overmyer 
em SllMIn J, Robens 
Mt Gary Russell 
Mt UQ)'d C. Russell 
Ml Bruce C Smith 
Mt John K. Smith 
Ml Ken SrMh 
CW2 Kenneth A Snell 
Mr. WIlliam S Stuard. Jr. 
MI. Shi' l\!)' Talt 
M, Jean Tool 
CW2 Thomas Travis 
CPT Rooer A We~ep 

ALOHA CHAPTER 
HONOWW, HI 

CW2 John RoeIrlgunlli 
CW2 George W Smllh 

AllERiCA'S FIRST COAST CHAII! 
JACKSO NVille, Fl 

sar Joseph A Strange 
AR IZONA. CHAPTER 

MESA, AZ 
Mt Roberl S Malarz 

ARMY INN CENTER CKAPTER 
'ORT RUCKER, Al 

WOC Kenneth W. Adams 
WOC Je!lrey l. Alston 
WOC Dennis l. Bakar 
WOC Kim T. Barney 
III Brian R. Blln)lImln 
2ll Clavton E. Braun 
WOC Jack G. Brown 
2lT Stanley M. Caldwell 
woe John D. Calley 
WOC Richard O. Canlno 
MAJ Ranaele Caputo 
WOC Johnny Cardona 
woe Scan l. CII~O 
woe Pi/.lrick l. Clngorane!li 
2LT Daniell. Clark 
woe Scott C. Ci8rk 
woe Deren L. Cook 
woe Sari A. Casarl 
woe Aaron W. Cowan 
woe Waner E. CrawIofd, Jr. 
WOC Douylas 8. Cro$~ 
WOC Oauyt S. DeGonia 
woe Edwurd J. Doherty II 
woe Terry l. Duquette 
woe Todd E. Evans 
2lT Roger E. Farris 
WOC Eric A. Floyd 
WOC Hoyt S. Fruier 
woe Douglas W. Garrison 
WOC John P. Garske 
woe Andrew leon Gaudettll 
woe Jaffrey L. Gordon 
woe EUzabelh A. Greene 
woe Donald G. Gross 
woe Thomas C. Haffner 
woe Roberl E. Hedrick II! 
woe Craig S. Hering 
woe CharlOlla Y. Hogan 
WOC H\7Ward Houska. 
WOC Ronald E. Howes 
WOC Karl E. Jones 
WOC Tony 8. Jordan 
WOC Michael L. Kee<>iln 
WOC Brian K. Kelly 
woe TImothy J. Kirchgessner 
woe Michael E. Knecht 
woe laY8l" J. KoyIe 
woe Sco\I C. lathram 
WOC Chrislophllf P. Luhmann 
WOC Chris P. Lusker 
woe TyIe< R. Marlde 
woe MalqlfllS A. Martins 
woe Donald W. Mallhaw 
woe Shannon D. McAlller 
woe John A. McCray 
woe John E. McGrath. Jr. 
2lT Christopher A. Miller 

woe Douglas W. Miller 
woe Michael 8. Milroy 
WOC Roben l. Moore. Sr. 
woe Anthony E. Moreland 
woe Erik S. Moonsey 
woe Steven C. Nalson 
2lT Kristen L. 0hIIge1 
woe Thomas W. Ohlson 
woe Bruce S. Pt!IIo, Jr. 
woe Oulnton J. Phillip' 
woe DaWl P. Picard 
woe Oonown M. Pineglll 
woe James R. Pole 
woe Aoblln B. Ragan 
woe Todd A. Romain 
woe Rodney Keith Roy 
woe Call M. Saporito 
woe KIm C. Schwab 
woe Anthony C. Shaarer 
woe Kaith J. Shelstad 
2LT Jama$ M. Shinn 
WOC Kennllih M. Smith 
WOC Jllltry W. Stichter 
WOC Eric J. Strecker 
wac Robert F. Sutter 
WOC Michul A. Teelon 
PFC Anl!lony P. leta. 
WOC Richard M. Todd 
woe Russell A. UnderM:lOd 
woe Tlavls W. Wallace 
woe Gary A. Welch, Jr. 
woe Robert K. Willis 
2lT Eugene W. Wilson 
WOC Michael W. Young 

CENTRAL FLORIDA CHAPTER 
ORLANDO, Fl 

CW2 Joseph G. lassen 

CHESAPEAKE .... Y CHAPTER 
EDGEWOOD, MO 

Mr. Bryant S. Cenlolallll 
COL Rodney P. Miher 

CONNECTICUT CHAPTeR 
STRATFORD, CT 

SFC David A. Aapp 
SSG Susan P. Aapp 

EDWIN A. LINK MEMORIAL 
CHAPTER 

BINGHAMTON NY AREA 

Mr. John J. luh 

INDIANTOWN GAP CHAPTER 
INDIANTOWN GAP, PA 

COL Gene Grayson. AeL 

IRON MIKE CHAPTeR 
'ORT BRAGG, NC 

MSG Judy M. Bruyene 
CPT Chrlstopher A. Jacobs 
IlT John C. Whito 

ISTHMIAN CHAPTER 
"T. ClAYTON, PANAMA 

LTC Horvy C. Ruth 

LINDBERGH CHAPTER 
ST. LOUIS, MO 

COT Anthony A. Bowman 
CDT Jason P. Campbell 
Ms. Kalhy l. Cappone 
CDT Micha'" P. Cochfllll 
MAJ John M. Curran, Re!. 
M~ Nichole German 
CDT Christopher M. Green 
COT Daniel J. Jung 
CDT Bax! D. Knowles 
COT Charles J Krasnicl<i 
Mr. Richard M. McCauley 
CDT ()(:!av\o Motmenll 
COT BrecDey James Nihlt 
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Mt Frank O'Plnlon 
CDT Jason B. Pepka 
COT Edward F. RarnatOWSki 
COT Keith E. Siut.ser 
COT Nicholas W. Stanle 
Mt Fred W. Slain 
Ml Jarry W. Tastad 
MI. James L Tutka 
cor Nicholas W. Vicenlll 
Mr. Stephen K. WIllIs 
Mr. Tefry L. WheaUey 
M!I. SIIaron K. Wimams 
Mr. Hmold WiII .. s 
cor Stephen 11 Woods 

MIO-AMERICA c.4APTER 
FORT RilEY, KS 

BG James F. Brickman 
2LT Suzanne M. Preusse 
CW3(P) John F. Sidonlo, Jr. 

MINUTeMAN CHAPTER 
WESTOVER AFa, MA 

Mr. MIchael-W. Bolton 
Mr. Denis H. Chretien 
sm Kelly R. Cole 
SFC Georga H. DeBargo 
SSG Normand J. Dtrlrasne 
CW2 JOlry M. Fley 
SGM Thomas A. Guenettll 
CW3 John C. Healey 
SOT Mark E. Lavigne 
100 Andraw A. Noble, Jr. 
SSG Danlal H. Ogden 
sar Carlos O. RamosriYera 
sm Robert A. Skiba II 
2lT Mlchlel w. Sm~h 
sm Paul J . StOIlll 
CSM Tad L. Vertanlan 

MONTEREY ItAY CHAPTER 
fDRT ORO, CA 

CSM Pete VelB~o. Jr. 

MORNING CALM CHAPTER 
SEOUL, KOREA 

CPl Norma J. Adams 
SPC Peu! E. Mams 
SFC Eddia E. Allen 
SGT Gary L. Allen 
PFC Thomas R. Allen 
SPC Tracy D. Allston 
SPC SlIIven W. Amos 
Mr. Jae YaoI An 
SSG Carlos E. Anderson 
Mr. Young Hoon Baek 
PV2 Charlel E. Ball 
SPC Joseph G. BeMr 
PFC John M. Ballard 
SOT SCOII A. 8alloy 
SSG Kenneth W. Bardl'oeil 
SPC David S. Balon 
SOT David P. Ba~aan 
SSG Jackia Bottle 
PV2 Rob A. Baam 
CW4 Richard R. Ball, Jr. 
CPL Edward M. BIOla 
PFC Angalla P. Bodah 
SSG Mark E. Bolle 
PFC Phntip E. Bothwell 
1SG David C. Bradley 
PV2 June C. Bradley 
llT Christopher J. Blawer 
SSG William R. Brouwer 
SPC Tenance A. Blown 
PFC Dickey L. Burns 
SGT William S. Bursik 
PFC Jo/1n P. Buskirk 
SPC Mark A. BuUel 
CPl l.eemoyne A. COlladay 
SPC Mar~yn A. Caslro 
SPC SIENen G. CalMna J 
M~ Young Sik Cha 
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Mr Kab Suk ChaI Mr Sung Yun Kim f'FC Samuel J. ScctI ISG f'ruUip L. NeWlon 
M •. Bong K)'\J Chang Mr Yoo Suk Kim f>FC Thomas L. Seamster MAJ Ed R. Slephenson 
M. Bok HH Cho Mr. Young Kwan Kim SSG Aziz Sefiane 
M. Jung 1.1000 COO; Mr Young Sok Kim SOT Andre B. Slv!ppasd AHINE VALLEY CHAPTER 
SGT Steve L Oah PFC Gary W. Kirldand Mr Hong Kook Shin MANNH£lM, GERMANY 
SGT Bemard F. Coals Mr. Jung Yeon Koh SOT Daniel J Somon 

SFC Damon O. Edwards SFC Darie! K. COlI CPL Gray L. Lajllnnesse PFC Jason A. Ske<1andore 
CPL Eric S. Coa SPC AMn T. Larson SGT Donald K.. Smith Mr, Pater M Noyes 

PFC Rodney l. Cool<SFL WOI ChriS10pher S. Lalin PFC Oregclfy H. Smith SAVANNAH CHAPTEA PVZ Shawn A. Crook Mr Chut H)'\Jng lee PVT Howard Smith FT. STfWAATI SPC Michael Cummings Mr. Chul Ho Lee PFC Mlchall A, Smilh HUNnRAN, GA SOT W<llle A. CUrllS Mr. Keun Sunil Lee SPC Te<ldV L. Smi!h 
PVZ RaUl A. Danel Mr. Sang Kook Lee MSO Michael SlaCk Mr Terry l. Bolling 
SPC Melissa A. Dartel Mr Suk Ho Lee SSG Martin E. SIe!anski CPT TImothy L. Childrey 
PFC Janel S. DaVIS Mr Tong Won Lee PFC Travls R. Stewart SOT Marvin l. Mlleks 
SGT LaS1U\d(e DaVIS PFC Richard S. Looper PFC Johnny M. Storey Mr. Carlisle V880n 
ON2 Allied F. OaulScl1 SGT Derek Lepresti PFC Held! A. Swanson 
PV2 Jason M. OiIalush PV2 Shawn D. linneau SGT Charles M. Switzer SOUTHEAN CALIFORNIA 
SPC Peler J. 0"0nneIIa SGT KdIIeen A. lupus PFC lowel W. Tad< CHAPTEA 
PFC Dallld J. 00br0vech SSG Carie! R. lynn SPC Tmolhy T. Teal LOS ANGELES, CA 
SGT MSfCUS Duprey SSG Jlnvny Lyons PFC Chriscoptrer N. Tooley 

Mr. Gdbert W. Speed SGT Todd A. Eakin SGT Gary R. Marquez Mr. Joo Dae Ohm 
SFC Geor-ge W. Evans PFC Kennelh l. Ma,shail SFC Mdlae! J. Vasko. Jr. 

T AUNUS CHAPTEA SPC Ned Faulkner SPC Jeflery C. MCallee PFC AKredo Vazquez 
SFC Geor-ge F. Feagin PFC Deborah E. McCanic\( PFC Manuel A. Vela·Diaz WIUlIAOEN, GERMANY 

PVZ L.ance S. McDougle SPC Jared R. Vondeylen SPC Tommy J. Ford CW2 Clair W. SmaIt 
SPC Neal Fortenberry SPC James S. McGavock SOT Pallicle E. Washington 
PFC SOnja Frankfin MSO Rooald McKnight PFC Daniel P. WalSOn 

TENNESSEE VALLEY 
CW4 JOM l. Funk PFC Kennelh M. Mininger SOT William l. Wens 

CHAPTEA SGT Joseph Garci~ SGT Gary Mixon CPL Frenk J. Wesselski 
HUNTSVILLE, AL SPC Brlan Gelling SGT Hardin L. MOnje SGT James A. Wdltam, 

PFC Jeftrl)' R. Grace M,. Jae Han Moon Mr Tee Hwan Won Ma. SIIndra H. Denton 
SSG "Vln G. Oroomes PFC John E. Maske SPC Klara Wrlgl'll Mr. Sv Peckins 
SGT Mark J. HarnpIon SPC John Mowch~n SPC louis Wurzer Mr. Rich.ard E. Turner 
$PC DernelrIu, Harper PFC Ronald R. Munger Mr. Sung Talk Yeo 
PFC Todd M Harrington SPC Kedh 0 MUff8Y Mr Duk B'r'I Y"1ftl THUNOEAHOASE CHAPTEA 
SGT Joe B, Haynes. Sf SPC Darin Nagel Mr. Sun 000 Yoon FULOA, GEAMANY 
PV2 Derek G. Head Mr. Yoan Jin Nam Mr. Yoog KIlO Youn 
SOT Ma<y L Hicks CW3 sammy G. N .... PFC Clarence K. Young 1LT Douglas S. M"oler 
SOT Keodal A. Hill PFC Oeorge I. Nuntlz PFC Rodney Young 
SPC She,,~ynn Hgjman PFC $coli E. Nutter SPC Michael S. linanri WASHINGTON DC 
SOT Angela M. Hopkins$Fl SOT Sean M. O'OonneU SPC Oennrs J luger CHAPTER 
SGT Warner L. Howard CPl Robtlrl N. Orebeau NORTH TEXAS CHAPTER WASHINGTON, OC 
SPC Robert K. Hutchins MAJ Barney C. Owens 

Mr Ik SIlo Park 
OALLAS/FORT WORTH 

CW3 Milchell A. lannlus Mr. Eui HVl.rn Hwang 
SSG Brende James Mr. Sun Oh Park Mr. Ray L Beulel CPT John J. Maher, Jr. 
SGT Carey C. James Mr. Young Hoi Park Mr. BiNy O. Chambers 
SPC Blenl L. JeS4ee SPC Eric M Parsley Mr John T. Comle MEMBERS WITHOUT 
PFC DerrICk B. Johnson SGT Robert Paytoo Mr. Fred A, CuUum CHAPTEA AFFILIATION 
MI. Hyun Do Joo PFe John W PeI~ng!On Mr Bob King 
Mr. Mr Ja Joog PFC Sergio Pe-rvel Mr Michael ROberl$Oll M •. Dick Detra 
Mr B)'\Jng Ki Kang SOl Bruce E. Peters OlO TUCSON CHAPTER Mr. DarOeI J, Hawkins 
Mr Sung KVU Kang SPC leonard P. Quigley CPT ScctI A. Jacobsen MARANA, I4Z 
Mr Young Geu Kang Mr Woo Suk Ra cm John Langione. Ret. 
Mr 000 Eok Kim SPC WDlarn E_ Reynolds woe Richard R. Casper woe Robert N, McClure 
Mr Jong P~ Kim SPC Rebecca l. Rich PHANTOM CORflS ctIAPTEA Mr. Robert G. Mer.::e<, Jr. 
Mr. Jong Wook Kim SPC G.lIOory J. Ricks SSG Paul Y. Sorlano FOAT HOOO, TX Mr Kyung Rae Kim MSO Mark L Riecken 
Mf Myung Hoi Kim PVZ Jonathan O. Robertson CPT Richard A. Howell 
"11 Sao Chul Kim ~ Chad A. Rob", SOT Oary F. leater 

,. ARMY AVIATION ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (AAAA) W .9 RICItMONDVlu.E AVE... WESTPORT, CT oueo e PHONIC (203) 226 .. ,U _ FAX (2031222-9861 
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JIIISG Bae Does It Again
rhird Year In a Row! 

MG Benjamin L. Harrison, Ret., AAAA Senior Vice 
President and Vice President Membership, announced tha.t 
MBG John H. Baa, Ret., Vice President Renewals, Morning 
Calm Chapter, ROK, has won the Ca.lendar Year 1991 "Top 
Gun" award. This award 1s given annually to the member 
who sponsors the grea.test number of new members during 
the contest yea.r ending 31 December. 

MBG Bae, who placed first last year with 309 members, 
continues his trend with an astounding 502 members in 
1991. MBG Baa wins an expense·paid trip to the AAAA 
Annual Convention in Atla.nta, GA, including airfare, hotel 
accomodations, registra.tion, tickets to all social functiona, 
and a. $300 cash awa.rd. He will receive a. pla.que at the 
AAAA Membership Luncheon, 11 April 1992. 

CW3 Roger K. Garner pla.ced second with a. 467 member 
effort; 2LT Thomas B. Turman produced 232; CW4 Butch 
Daniel had 88; CPr Martin T. Carpenter came through with 
64; CPT William J. Davisson, 56; CW2 Berend J. Voute, 49; 
and CW2 Gregory A. Wood produced 46. All of the above 
are members of the Army Aviation Center Chapter at Ft. 
Rucker, AL. 

1991 Chapter JIIIem ber ship Contest 
At the close of the Calendar Year 1991, the following 

AAAA Cha.pters had achieved the followmg stanctlngs in the 
"Cha.pter Membership Enrollment Program": 

"AAAA Chapter " category (26-115): The Redcatcher 
Chapter, Nurnberg, Germany, won with a net gain of 26 
members . Wings of the Devil Chapter, Ft. Polk, LA, came 
in second with a net gain of 21, placing Thunderhorse 
Cha.pter, Fulda, Germany, in third position with a gain of 
16. 

" Sen ior Chapter" category (116-230): Ft. Bra.gg's Iron 
Mike Chapter led the way with a net gain of 21 members. 
In second place was Hanau Chapter, Ha.nau, Germany, with 
18 members. Third place saw the Leavenworth Chapter, 
Ft. Leavenworth, KB, with a net gain of 2 members. 

" Mu ter Chapter" category (231 or more): Army Aviation 
Center Chapter, Ft. Rucker, AL, took first pla.ce with a 
phenomena.l net gain of 1,013 members. Morning Calm 
Chapter, last year's Master Chapter winner, claimed second 
place with a net gain of 286 members. Coming in a.t third 
place was the Air Assault Chapter, Ft. Campbell, KY, with 
a net gain of 83 members. 

The Presidents of the three winning chapters will receive 
plaques at the 11 April 1992 Membership Luncheon at the 
Annual Convention, St . Louis, MO. 
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NewAAAA 
Chapter Officers 

A 
A 

America's l'irst Coast: A 
CW4 William R. Halevy (Pres); A 
SSG Christopher Wolfla. (vp, 
Memb. Enroll) N 
BlaCk Kn!ghls: E 
CPT Michael S. Kna pp W 
(Secretary) S 

Corpus Chrisli: i-----
COL Thomas E . J ohnson 1==== 
(Pres); LTC Peter A. 
Marchiony (VP, Memb . 
Enroll); UN! Stoops (vp, Prog); 
COL Christopher""'M. Guppy 
(vp, Memb. Renew); Martha 
Colmenero (vp, Pub) 
Greater Chicago: 
LTC Jalm A. Arenda (VP, 
Programs) 

Minuteman: 
CW2 Timmy L. Tompkins 
(Pres); CW3 Jalm C. Healey (Sr 
VP); SGT Carlos O. Ramos 
Rivera (8ecy); CW2 Paul A. 
Albertson (Treas); MAJ Paul 
M. Stites (VP, Memb. Enroll); 
SGT Kelly R. Cole (VP, Memb. 
Renew); LTC William H. Smith 
(vp, Prog); CW2 J acry M. Frey 
(vp, Pub) 
Redcatcher: 
LTC Kenneth D. Pankey (Pres) 
Slultgarl: 
CPT Jeffery Chaplin (Sr VP); 
CPr J oseph Creekmore (vp, 
Membership) 
Talon: 
MAJ Michael J. Captain 
(President) 
rhunderhorse: 
CW2 Steven D. Scott (Treas); 
BFC Randy S. Lucas (vp, 
Mamb. Enroll); 1LT John 
Reynolds (VP, Memb Renew); 
SGT William E. Pearce (vp, 
Enlisted AffaJrs) 
USAREUR Region: 
COL Gregory T. J ohnson 
(PreSident) 
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New AAAA 
SustAining Members 

City of RusBellville 
Russellville, KY 

Clarksville Tire II: 
Auto Center 

Clarksville, TN 
Conroy, Marable, Hoffman 

Real Estat., Inc. 
Clarksv1l1e , TN 

E .!'.'. Bar ber Shop 
Clarksville, TN 

I'armers II: Merchants BaDk 
Cla.rksville, TN 

Jenkin.~WYDDe Ford 
Clar ksville , TN 
Joy'. Jewelers 
Clar ksville, TN 

Key Air lines, Savannah 
Intern.Uonal Airport 

Sava.nnah , GA 
Kim' . Cu.tom Auto Trim 

II: Muffler 
Clarksville, TN 

Loian Memorial Hospital 
RUBsellville, KY 
Maria' . Rancb 
Clarksv1ile, TN 

Oak Grove Animal Hospital 
Oak Grove, KY 

Packaging Mailing Services 
Cla.rkaville, TN 

Ramada Inn, Riverview 
Clarkav1ile, TN 

Ringgold Barber Shop 
Clarksv1Jle,' TN 

Sound Shop 
Clarksville, TN 

Southern Deposit Bank 
RU8sellv1lle, KY 

Spiceland' . Auto Sales 
Clarksville, TN 
USPA and IRA 
Clarksville, KX 

Wal-Mart 
Clarksville, TN 

AAAA offers $108,000 in 1998 
~wo scholarships now open 

to upperclassmen 
:May 1 Deadline 

• .BACKGROUlIID: 
The AAAA Schole.rship Foundation, a. sepe.rate non-profit, tax

exempt oorporation oreated to render fina.noIaJ assistance to 
selected members of the Army Aviation Association of America, Inc. 
(AAAA) and selected spousss, unmarried siblings, and unmarrIed 
children of current a.nd deceassd AAAA msmbers, expeots to make 
avaUable U08,000 in assistance funds for the 1992 college-entry 
yee.r. 

• • SCHOLARSHIP GBAlIIrS AlIID LIJAlIIS: 
A minImum ot thirty scholarshIps will be presented to entering 

freshmen - ra.nging from $1,000 to $12,000 grants given out as 
one, two or tour year soholarships; five interest-free loans of up 
to '4,000 ($1,000 a year); a '4,000 scholarship (U,OOO a year) to 
an elig1ble applicant pursuing a tour-year B.S. degree in an 
aeronautical-related soiencs; and a sohole.rship of up to $3,000 
ava1l8.bls to students planning to attend St. Louis University. 

In adattIon, one $2,000 scholarship will be "reserved" for selected 
spouses ot AAAA members and two will be presented to 
upperclassmen ($1,000 a year). 

•• AWARD PHILOSOPHY: 
The AAAA National Schole.rshlps are awarded prims.rUy on the 

ba.eis of academic merit and personal achievement. 

• • APPLICArIOlll PROCEDURE: 
To apply, please requsst a Scholarship Grant/ Loa.n Application 

and return it to the AAAA Scholarship Foundation, 49 
Rlchmondv1lle Avenue, Westport, CT 08860-2000 on or bstore 
K ay 1 (postmark will govern). On our r eceipt of the completed 
application, you will be mailed turther instructIons and assigned 
an AAAA interv1ewer. All forms, together with other supporting 
data., must be receivsd by the Foundation on or before June 15 for 
cons1deration by the AAAA Awards Committes. 

• .ELIGIBILlry CalrERIA: 
Ths appllcant must be at tend1ng an accrsditsd college or 

university for Fall entry as a Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, or 
Bentor as a. full-time student. No recip1ent can hold concurrent 
AAAA Soholar ships. The AAAA member to which the a.pplicant ie 
related must have an effect1ve date of membership on or before 
Ootober 16 of the year preceding the year in which the applicant 
Is seeking aid unless the member is deceased. 

• .SELECrIOlll AlIID lIIOrU'ICArIOlll: 
Selection of winners wUl be made by the AAAA National Awards 

Committee during mid-July with each applica.nt to reoeive a lJet 
of the winners not later than August 1. 

- FEBRUARY 29, 1992-
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DON'T GET SHUT OUT 
OF THE 1992 ATLANTA 

AAAA CONVENTION - APBIL 8-12 

DeUa Air lines has been selected as the designated 
carrier for the AAAA Annua.l Convention in Atlanta, 
GA. 

The reduced fares to and from Atlanta w ill be 400/( 

off Coach Class or 5% off the lowest Super Saver . 
These apply to advan ce purchase requirements of 
the applicable far e. 

To make your seat reservations ($100,000 fre, 
insurance, convention mileage, seat assignments, 
boarding passes), call Travelmation, our official 
agency, or call Della directly. 

rRAVELMArlON (800) 763-8861 
-or-

Della Airline. 1-800-841-8780 
(Clle rUe I H0638) 

The savings apply to reservations on Delta flights between 
Su nd.ay, Apr U 6 w ei. Wednesday, AprU 16, 1992. 

AAAA CALENDAB 
A listing of recent AAAA Chapter events a.nd upcoming Na.tlonal 
da.tes. 

I'ebruary, 1991 I LI __ ,-_A=-pr::ll:..::.1B::O::8'-__ -' 
L,,"r;C."b:-.--;-, .--CACcAC:A:-A;-:-'Noo."tC"!O"n:-:-!a.l ", April 8-18. AAAA Annual 
Awa.rds Committee Meetlng to Convention, Georgia World 
Select CY91 National Awa.rd Congress Center , Atlanta, GA. 
Winners. ",., April 8. AAAA National 
",., r eb. 4 . Lindbergh Chapter Ex ecutive Boa.rd Meeting, 
Professional-Social Mesting. Georgia World Congress Center, 
Stouffer Concourse Hotel. Atlanta, GA. 
",., I'eb . 8-8 . 18th Annual 
Joseph P. Cribbins Product ",., AprU 9. AAAA Schola.rship 
Support Symposium spon- Board of Governora Annual 
eored by the AAAA LIndbergh Meeting, Georgia World Con
Chapter. Stouffer Concourae gress Center, Atlanta, GA. 
Hotel, St. Louis , MO. 
",., :reb. lII-.S. Chesapea.ke Bay 
Chapter European Skiing Trip 
to Innsbruck, Austria. • 
",., reb . •• ·.S. Rhine Valley 
Chapter 10/ 20 Km march. 
Volunteers needed. 

ARMY 
VIAT!ON 

Kay 199. 

,.,.. May 7-8. USAREUR Region 
Aviation Branoh Ba.ll and 
Professional Conference , 
Patrick Henry Village Omears 
Club, Heidelberg, Germa.ny. 

- FEBAUARY 29, 1992-

AAAA Honorary 
Members 

A 
A 

The following per sons ha.ve A 
been selected b y their A 
Chapters as Hon or a.r y 
Members. Each w1ll receive Jf 
a complimentary one year 
membership, citation in 
these pages, a.nd a. "Certifi
cate of Honorary Member
Ship ." 
BG Henry A. Kievenaar, J r. 

KG Barry B. McCaffery 
BG Rober' W. Roper 
Sa.vanna.h Ch a.pter 

NG William S. Chen 
Tennessee Va.lley Chapter 

2 for 1 
Offer 

AAAA now offers 
a two year 

membership for 
the price of one 
for all first-time 
new members. 

Join the 
professionals! 
Join AAAA. 
See membership 

application on pg. 76. 

E 
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HIGH HF STANDARDS FOR DEEp·STRIKE MISSIONS. 
Now deep.Slrike missions by U.S. Anny 

helicopters will benefit from new standards in HF 
mdio perfonnance. 

These standards - ECCMJALE capability
are available off-the-shelf today in the Collins 
AN/ARC·217 M High Frequency communications 
system. The ARC-217 isa derivative of the HF-9000 
System, of which more than 1,000 systems are flying 
to datc in applications worldwide. 

Designed for reliable interopemble communi
cations in hostile ECM environments, the ARe-217 
sets new standards in mission reliability and mean 
time between failure. 

Fiber-optic intercoTUlects make the unit less 
susceptible to the effects of electromagnetic inter
ference. The mdio's embedded MTL-STD·188·148 
Tri-Service compatible ECCM capability foils 
close-range EeM. 

MlL-SID-188-141A Automatic Link Estab
lishment (ALE) is also embedded in the ARC-217. 

This capability, integrated with either an effective 
and simple control or MJL.STD-1S53B bus inter
face, allows the pilot to concentrate on his critical 
mission objectives instead of controlliIJg the radio. 

And the ARC-2l7 maintains the ability to 
communicate with fielded high-frequency communi
cations systems deployed by other seNices, includ
ing the THFR equipment utilized by ground troops. 

The ARC-2l7 - nothing less than the new 
standard for a new generation of HF communications. 

For more information, contact: Collins 
Avionics and Communications Division, Rockwell 
International, 350 Collins Road NE. Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa 52498. (319) 395-1600. Telex 464-435. 

-41 ... Rockwell 
r.~ International 

",,..he,, selene. gels do,..n 10 b\lsln ... 


